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Editorial 

The pressure for exam results is on, if indeed, it was ever off. In a few weeks (from time of 
writing) Oxbridge candidates will take exams which will determine the future courses of their lives, 
and the same will come to most of the Upper Sixth next July. I confess, I am rather frightened of 
'A' levels. They represent a major watershed in my life; on them may depend my University, and 
ultimately my career. The idea of failure is easily dismissed, but not so easily forgotten. We are 
constantly being reminded of the problems of the outside world, that even some top University 
students are finding it dillicult to get jobs, and that pressure for University entry is making it 
increasingly difficult to get placed, especially at Oxford or Cambridge. We have all heard of Ruth 
Lawrence, that thirteen year old girl with about five Mathematics 'A' levels, and a place this year at 
Oxford. I cannot help but wonder, what sort of society is this in which a girl is pushed to take 'A' 
levels at twelve? in which her parems are induced to give her the kind of intensive education which 
makes this possible? and which means, apparently, that she will be mentally exhausted by the time 
she is twenty-three? I may well be slightly envious of her intelligence, but certain ly not of her fate. 
l am not sure what it will be like for her at Oxford. l think she is going to live at home, but socially 
it won't be much of a life. This is what Oxbridge candidates are having to compete with, and it 
reflects a changing emphasis on to the academic in this country. As Britain is bitten by the recession, 
and jobs are harder to find. so exam results and University places become much more important, and 
qualifications take on a whole new meaning. This changing emphasis is reflected in state schools and 
public schools alike , which means that both are competing for University places; and Oxford and 
Cambridge, being at the head of the field , are swamped with applications. 

Over the past ten years a University education has become very much more important, and as 
schools compete to do the most for their pupils, and improve their academic results, so rising 
academic standards become inevitable. In the world of science, the computer has had a major hand 
in an amazing jump in standards from the time our fathers were at school. But to account for the 
more recent changes in attitudes and standards. we need a more universal cause. Gone are the days of 
an easy-going approach to exams and University; the order of the day is now hard w0rk, dedication, 
and ruthless competition. The direct cause is, J think, uncertainty and worry about the future. The 
insecurity caused by high unemployment and an uneasy economic climate is bound to provoke a rush 
for better and better qualifications. This is what we are experiencing at the moment, and it is the 
result of a changing society. 

Few people would deny that society is changing, but there is some disagreement about how it is 
changing and why. Clive Sinclair, the man behind Sinclair computers, perhaps the greatest success 
story of British Industry in recent years, has developed the idea that the Britain of the future will not 
contain the great Industrial corporations of the present. Instead he sees the growth of a whole wealth 
of smaller businesses, like his own, and a corresponding move of the majority of the workforce away 
from traditional Industries , as they go out of business. This correlates nicely wilh the view of many 
modern economists, that what we now see as a worldwide economic recession , is in fact the death of 
the major labour intensive Industries of the developed world. Thus the great Steel Industries, for 
instance, of the Northern Hemisphere would appear lo be doomed, as the advantage moves to the 
developing countries where labour is cheaper. This is not very comforting, especially since much of 
our society is based around these traditional industries which we inherited from the Nineteenth 
Century. These economists are therefore forecasting the end of British Steel and Car Industries as we 
know them today. Industrial survival will come through automisation, and high unemployment will 
remain for a long time to come. 

Clive Sinclair sees the march of technology as making better Jives for all of us, while inevitably 
throwing many out of work. The unemployed, he says, will slowly be taken on as the new, small 
industries develop. But it will take a lot of time, and many of those unemployed at present will 
remain unemployed for life. Certainly, the age of the computer and the Industrial Robot is upon us; 
high unemployment is becoming a fixture, and technology is marching swiftly on. To keep up, and to 
get a job, better exam results will always be required , and that same insecurity will remain. 
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Apparently, in twenty years, every home will be equipped with a powerful home computer which 
will become an integral part of our lives. I am not sure wbether this means that we will all spend our 
time playing Space Invaders, or keep our shopping lists on them, but I am sure that it will mean a 
further advance in academic standards as even young chHdren become familiar with computers, and 
their mathematical processes, and their parents use them for education. In fact, Sinclair already 
markets educational tapes for all his computers. I read somewhere that future computer technicians 
will command enormous salaries for the first fifteen or twenty years of their careers, after which 
technology would pass them by, and their expertise would become obsolete. Indeed, this may well 
be true of most of the sciences, for rapid advance is bound lo leave many behind. r read in the same 
article that there will be a shortage of these computer technicians, partly because of the high turn
over, and partly because there aren't enough University places to train all who will be required. This 
seems to indicate the same rise of academic standards indicated earlier, and a rather unstable future. 
Somehow, we are going to have to cope. 

Naturally enough, those best qualified to cope in this rapidly developing (and hypothetical) world 
will be those with the best exam results, and those who went to the best Universities. But high 
unemployment, also present in this world of the future , will maintain the insecurity we now feel. 
Moreover, the great people of the future would seem to be the Ruth Lawrences of the world, pushed 
into an early and incredibly rapid education, mentally exhausted by the age of twenty-three, all so 
that they might advance our knowledge and insight that little bit further. If this pressure for increased 
academic results does continue, the education of those less gifted than Ruth Lawrence may well 
become much more concentrated, crammed into as short a period of time as possible, and may also 
begin to neglect those aspects of an education which remain outside the 'A' level syllabus, which 
many of us take lo be rather important. It would be quite possible for us to follow the example of 
the Japanese system of education, where, in the higher streams for the more talented, pressure for 
academic success upon a child has driven many to suicide. This is, I admit, an extreme case, but the 
example - and warning- is there. 

To conclude, then , it seems as if pressure upon teenagers for academic results is growing, and may 
continue to do so. If the present trends are followed , the emphasis upon exam results, particularly 
'A' levels, may grow out of all proportion to their application. Their uses, after all , are not extensive; 
it is the University course which is truly important, and 'A' levels may be seen as a preliminary to 
that. To regard them as the ultimate yardstick for entry into a University does not seem correct. 
After all , it is quite possible for a perfectly talented candidate to 'muck up' his exams for a wide 
variety of reasons, especially if they seem awesome and frightening as they almost do now. 

A. Casley 

The Sherborne School Appeal 

The Appeal was launched in February 1982 and its running total currently stands at £280,000. 
The target is £700,000. The objectives of the Appeal are set out fully in the brochure and those 
parents who were unable to attend Appeal meetings earlier this year will receive the brochure early in 
1983. 

The parents of boys currently in the School responded so very generously in the first phase of the 
Appeal. 

The Headmaster invited all those Old Shirbumians whose addresses are known to the 0.S.S. lo one 
of a series of 26 regional meetings and this cycle of gatherings, which commenced in October, and 
will last until April J 983. 

At the same time , Appeals are being launched on our behalf in America, Australia, Bermuda, Cape 
Town, Hong Kong, the Middle and Far East, Jamaica , Kenya and the Philippines. It is hoped to 
organise similar Appeals in other countries as well. 

At Commemoration there will be two art exhibitions. One is that of Old Shirburnian artists, which 
is being organised by Mr. W. A. Cooper. The commission for any saJes of work from this exhibition 
will be given to the Appeal. The other is the work of Mr. de Winton Aldridge (c 1920) and he has 
kindly given some 30 watercolours, mostly of the School, to the Appeal. 

There are some 2,000 Old Shirburnians whose addresses are unknown to the O.S.S. Any 
information concerning these missing persons would be very welcome at this office. 

We hope to publish a second Progress Report and a list of contributors in time for Commemora
tion 1983. 
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Sherbome Diary 

As winter descends once more upon the little town of Sherborne one can only ask the question 
"Where did Autumn go?" and cannot help but answer. "Last summer." The most notable thing about 
this term (apart from the premature freeze) is the distinct lack of older masters. Last term saw the 
final demise of the old guard and we say Goodbye to Messrs. Curry, Melvin and Boissier. No longer 
will we have the pleasure of the long in-class arguments with Mr. Boissier about school dress, or of 
Mr. Curry's lectures. Yet we are pleased to see that Mr. Bridge has stayed on, smiling as always and as 
hot on the detentions as he ever was. 

Congratulations to Messrs. Ash, Morgan and Howard on their marriages in the summer. Mr. 
Howard has left us for the life of an industrialist, but the other two have remained either to further 
the cause of religion in "Christian Forum" or to grace the presence of the Monday club (which, after 
all, did so much to brighten up the School). 

We bid farewell to Messrs. Sponberg and Rees who made such a distinct impact on the life of the 
School: The man with the Bunsen-burner tubing glasses and the man whose clothing was to fashion 
what the Monday Club was to tics. We hope that both of them have made a "great deal of mileage" 
out of the school and we welcome back Messrs. Francis and Facer to the teaching staff. 

Last term was an excellent one for cricket where the I st XI did lar better than anyone expected. 
They showed that Sherborne's cricketers can do even better than its rugger players. A further sporting 
event of note was the West Mill Squash marathon that took place at Commem. and lasted 24 hours. 
The West Mill has undergone considerable progress and the summer term saw a good deal of extension 
to the previous building. 

As far as journalism goes, last term was also notable. The second publication of "Words" came out 
and once again it showed itself to be a magazine of good quality and varied interest. No doubt the 
awe in which it was held was aided by the fact that not many could understand what it meant! 
"Newsboard" also raised its ugly head above the usual level of lengthy attacks on apathy and had 
some stimulating articles - though finding contributions was considerably difficult. 

The cancellation of t~1e lower Vhh dance last summer came as a shock to many last term and one 
could not help but ask whether the same should have happened to the sixth form lectures, which had 
successfully failed (?) in their bid to stir our interests in the Third World and left our consciences 
more complacent than they were before. 

As far as drama went, last Commem. was a bumper issue, although we were all extremely hurt 
when we heard that the Tattoo had been cancelled and we would not be able to watch the annual 
fainting competition. We were all very disappointed. The drama, which ranged from Gilbert and 
Sullivan to Moli~re. was all of a high quality and the minor productions (like the Moliere and the 
Greek play) displayed a considerable amount of acting talent. Commem. was also unusual in that 
many of the speeches were clearly audible - a revolutionary break with tradition. Many people were 
shaken out of their illusion that we were not, after all, attending a meeting of the Marcel Marceau 
appreciation society. 

Last term also saw Maynards established in full swing breaking much of the former monopoly of 
the corner shop. Maynards also established a milestone in Sherborne's history - for the first time 
(ever) a magazine selection was sel up in Sherbome that covered (or alternatively uncovered) every 
interest of the average Shirburnian - including the main one. We must here admit with awe the 
Head magisterial influence: a word from R.D.M. and the offending items were seen no more. Another 
milestone that took place last term was the establishment of sen ior chapel as voluntary (sort of). The 
large attendance that still takes place at chapel only goes to show that we are a pretty religious lot 
after all! 

The Appeal meetings of last term went to show that the Appeal is still going strong. The Methodist 
Hall is definitely going to be converted and other things are going to happen - probably. However, 
lo be fair, much of that money is going into scholarships - a badly needed sum if we are to compete 
with other schools. 

Last term saw the beginning of a new sport in Sherborne - the windsurfing craze has finally 
scraped in. The sport has not yet achieved total independence from the sailing club yet - altllough it 
is probably a more popular sport than sailing. Nevertheless windsurfing has proved to be an 
enthusiastically welcomed sport though it has not yet attained the substitute status of golf and other 
more recognised sports. 

The summer term was as eventful as any, but will be remembered most for the Falklands crisis and 
as the term when John McEnroe was finally humbled at Wimbledon. 

M.G .M. Thomas 
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The Address given at the Memorial Service to 
ALEXANDER ROSS WALLACE 

in the Chapel of Sherbome School on Saturday, 18th September. 

"You'd better come: you'd better come. Four hundred a year. Four-fifty if you're married". 

This was the Headmaster of Sherborne appointing a member of staff on the platform of Sherborne 
station in 1947. The utterance was typical of the man. The decision had been made; the terms 
thought out; the staccato sentences told it all. To anyone who had not met him, it would seem to be 
brusque and abrupt but we know that there would have been the twinkle in the eye, the shake of the 
head, the vulpine grin and the cheerful wave of the hand as he turned to go back to his school, 
weather-beaten black hat on his head, battered umbrella under his arm. 

Alexander Ross Wallace was headmaster of Sherborne from 1934 until 1950. He had already had 
a full and exciting life in India and then, on returning to England, had been headmaster first of a 
Preparatory School and then of another Public School. Indeed he was the first headmaster to be 
appointed here who had had previous experience of the job. 

But colourful though these years were, and interesting though they will be when some biographer 
does him ful l justice, this is a memorial service to "Chief', our headmaster, and it is thus that we 
should think of him in those 15 years of his life which he described to Abe Gourlay as "The central 
and most important achievement of his career". 

During his stewardship not only did the School grow in numbers at a time when many rival 
establishments were feeling the slump but in stature as well. He had to contend, not only with the 
normal problems and crises which are the common lot of headmasters but with the privations and 
anxieties created by the war; the loss of the younger staff who were called to the colours; their 
replacement by older and previously retired schoolmasters; the digging of trenches, the building of 
shelters and the setting-up of air raid precautions. 

Under these pressures and many more, he stood foursquare to the world; a Sherborne colossus 
resisting the demands that the School should move overseas; ensuring that it survived for a better day. 
There is some evidence of his resolu lion in those days contained in a letter he received from his 
Housemasters in July I 941 and I would like to read this to you: 

"Dear Chief, 
Some of us have thought, at a time like this, the end of the 

second year of war, that we should like to send to you some 
expression of our confidence and friendship. 

What we want to tell you very briefly is that you have our 
affection , trust and loyalty ; we realise the burden you have 
to carry and are fuU of admiration for the way you have borne it. 
Your unfailing readiness to help us all and your equanimity when 
things are difficu lt have set us an example which we are proud 
Lo follow ." 

In 1938 he had taken Holy Orders, the first Sherborne headmaster to do so whilst holding office. 
His admission to the Priesthood a year later took place in this Chapel, the first but happily not the 
last time that this building has been used for such a purpose. 

After the war, the final phase of his headmastership began. New and young staff were appointed, 
the School numbers rose steadily and, finally, in his last term as Headmaster, there was all the excite
ment and glory of the visit of the King and Queen to the School on 1st June, 1950, followed by U1e 
celebration of the Quarter-Centenary. It was a halcyon lime. No more renewed distress over the death 
of yet another young Old Shirburnian ; as the father of two sons who had served with the Colours, 
there was no more anxiety when the telegraph boy appeared in the Sixth Form drive; the wartime 
shortages were disappearing. The School was looking to the future with hope. The Chief and his 
wartime staff had done a wonderful job. 
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These facts spell out the truth which is that his Headmastership was a great success and yet they 
tell so little of the tale. 

When he had arrived here, the signs were not auspicious. The School suffered - or some say 
"had suffered" - from a previous headmastership. When the post had been advertised so few men of 
merit had applied that a group of senior staff had persuaded one of their number to put his name 
forward. The appointment of Ross Wallace, the outsider, must have caused a certain amount of 
hostility from those who had backed the other horse. 

The I lousemasters of those times were a group of extremely dedicated and caring men. men of 
character but not necessarily the most pliable, who believed in their right - and theirs alone - to run 
their Houses as they wished. There was an imbalance, too, in the Houses themselves and the Chief 
resolved to spread the abilities and activities of the School more evenly. 

Yet the charisma began to work. The School appreciated the presence in their midst of a married 
man with a large famiJy. They were glad to see, too, the renewal of administrative activity even ifa 
few condemned it as being too hasty, too brash or too hurried . 

There was an increased drive for more and, especially , more able boys and although he insisted 
that it was the responsibility of all Housemasters to fill their own houses, saying that "seven recruiting 
sergeants were better than one", no Headmaster of those times took more trouble to attract boys to 
his school. Not only did he visit Preparatory Schools to preach or to give away prizes but, in an age 
when more travelled by train, he was often to be found at the station meeting some prospective 
parents and spending several hours showing them round the School. 

I suspect he was a loving but Orm paterfamilias as, indeed , he could be something of a martinet to 
his Staff. Yet his rebukes did not cause rancour. In Winifred, his wife , he was so fortunate. She was 
the quiet and gentle voice that put the shy boy and the new master at their ease. It was from her 
steady and loyal support that he drew so much of his strength. 

He was fortunate, loo, in his Christian faith. There was no room therein for questioning. Many of 
the important decisions of his Headmastership were taken here, in Chapel, whilst he knelt in prayer. 
"Never mind what others tell you," he once declared in one of those Sunday morning Divinity periods 
with the Sixth Form, "Never mind the mumbo-jumbo they speak about the Kingdom of God. This is 
the truth . Take it down." Some Shirburnians called him Mumbo-Jumbo for quite a time after that. 
Whether a boy shared his Headmaster's faith or not, this steadfast belief imparted a sense of stability 
to the lives of many boys of those days. 

I le embraced all the School as his parish; not only the boys and the teaching staff but those who 
worked in the Bursary , on the grounds, in the workshop and Houses. I once found Winifred wrapping 
up a lot of toys at Christmastime. "These are for the children of Alex's parishioners," she said. In the 
days before National Health, more than one member of the non-teaching staff found that his hospital 
bill had been paid for him. 

He was not a building Headmaster. Indeed, there was precious little money around in those days. 
Some new buildings did appear before and after the war but these were small programmes when 
measured alongside those undertaken by his successors. Nor was he really a scholarly Headmaster 
which might seem strange for one who had won a Classical award to Cambridge. 

But he was a leader at a time when Sherbo me needed one so badly. Most boys and masters felt 
that the Headmaster was Laking a direct interest in their activities within the school. "Well," he said to 
a new young master whose junior rugger side was due to play Downside that day. "Lose Lo the 
Papists. Needn 't come back. Needn't come back." 

There will be some of his boys here today wh o will recall that in the early days of their 11rsl term 
they had to report to the Chief on the Sixth Form Green after Chapel each morning and say their 
name until the day came when he could say it to them. In this way, by a practice carried on by his 
successor, he came Lo know the name of every boy in the School. 

Indeed, there may also be some here who owed their entrance not so much to the Common 
Entrance Examinations as to the golf course. Every Friday the Chief would play golf with another 
Sherborne character. Fred Lindsay , the headmaster of the Prep. I would love to have witnessed those 
two rugged characters thrashing round the course, using every ploy at their command. Some believe 
that many boys passed into the School from the Prep. on the I 5th and 16th fairway. If so, no ma lier. 
Both Schools profited thereby. I have no doubt that Fred, with an Ulslerman's cunning, would let the 
Chief win a hole or two before he raised the name of some, "Wee laddie who was sure to play for the 
First Fifteen some day but might have a wee bit of trouble with his Lalin paper next week." 
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Being a man of character, stories about him are legion. Many he delighted in telling against himself. 
One evening he saw a cantankerous senior colleague approaching; a master with whom he was at 
loggerheads. It had been a tiring day. He switched out the lights and hoped his visitor would go away. 
Not so. The man advanced into his study, switched on the lights again and the two faced each other. 
There was, as they say, a pregnant pause and then these two , who had hardly spoken to each other 
for weeks, burst into laughter. 

He had a lovely sense of humour and, no doubt , we can all recall instances of that. "What's your 
successor like, Chief?" I asked him the day after Bob Powell had been appointed. "A Greek God". 
The eyes twinkled, the vulpine grin appeared. "Just like the one you have been used to." 

Was he a good Headmaster? Emphatically yes. He was perfect for this School and those times. 

He was a big man in every way. 

He was a fair and friendly man. 

Above all, he was a good man and all of us and this School were so fortunate to have known him. 

P. C.B. 

Peter Boissier returned to Cambridge after a distinguished career in the Navy during the war, and 
then he and Jo came to Sherbome immediately after their marriage in 1948 

For thirty-four years they have dedicated themselves unstintingly to the life of the School. By any 
standard, that is a gift of service and affection which compels our admiration. The particular quality 
of their contribution has, however, quite profoundly enriched the School, and has been an example 
of generosity which has constantly encouraged others to strive to give of their best. 

Peter has the useful talent in a schoolmaster of being a thoroughly competent games-player. In his 
early years his enthusiasm and vigour found profitable expression as a coach of many school teams, 
including the celebrated 'Club ', and as C. 0. of the Naval section of the Corps from 1950-61. 

In 1961 he took over Lyon House. Both children were at school, and Jo gave herself completely to 
the position of Housemaster's wife , including acting as cook during the first months of their tenure. 
The warmth of her nature, her high spirits, her kindness and directness were put at the service of 
Lyon House , and from this time onwards their joint contribution as they expressed their own loving 
and caring relationship outwards to the boys, and then for ten years from 1969 in School House is 
something for which generations of boys have been grateful. Peter's acknowledgement of Jo's 
contribution to his success as a Housemaster has always been expressed quite unabashedly: much as 
she has been appreciated by the boys, there has been no fan more loyal than her husband. In his 
eighteen years as a Housemaster , Peter worked under three Headmasters, and lived through times of 
considerable change. To all these changes he was equal, never resentful, careful to recognise the 
natural evolution of the School, while retaining an insistence on the underlying, unchanging principles 
which guided his professional life . openness of relationships, integrity, enthusiasm, kindness, 
generous hospitality, full commitment to his task; above all, he held staunchly to the principle 'what 
is best for the boys must be right'. 

In his last years at the School, as Second Master, the richness of his experience was again placed at 
the service of the School · particularly to the School Prefects, the Housemasters and the Headmaster. 
The role of elder statesman he filled with good-humour and efficiency, moving with ease from the 
more confined sphere of influence of the House to the wider sphere. And, now, the two of them have 
taken on the Appeal ...... ! 
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Sherborne, like any school, finn, factory or regiment, is a circumscribed world, but it is none-the
less all-important to those who live there, dependent on the contribution of all its members for the 
benefit of the corporate life. To this, Peter and Jo Boissier have made an outstanding contribution 
and set a memorable example to those who worked with them, in School and House; I, as their House 
Tutor in School House for five years, am immensely grateful for this example and for their qualities 
of warmth, kindness, and friendship - qualities welJ known also to many outside the School. Our 
thanks, good wishes and affection go with them in their 'retirement'. 

Patrick Shelley. 

D.J .W.B. 

Last year there was consternation in tl1e Common Room. unspoken but felt like a charge in the 
air. DJWB was about to retire. Who would take his place running the Dining-llall? Who could? 
Happily for us he has remained, cheerfully shouldering the responsibility and sheltering us from what 
we regard as an intolerable burden . Happily for the boys, he has exercised that characteristic blend of 
prudence and imagination in making the condition that he should continue to teach. 

But really he has retired; his presence still among us is a kind of physical imprint ofa far greater 
presence, a magisterial figure whose stride covered the whole range of the School. Even a bald recital 
of what he has done since J 949 when he arrived from Hertfo rd College is enough to make one sweat: 
twenty five years association with Harper House, first as Tutor and then immediate ly as Housemaster; 
twcn ly one years running I st XI Cricket ; twelve years association with the CCF - li terally every 
aspect of school life from Rugby Football to House plays. Given such achievemen ts it is easy to 
ignore the dedication he has given to that supreme but so o ften forgotten service of the schoolmaster: 
teaching. Day day , Derek established the highest standards of academic performance in innumerable 
pupils, bringing discipline and good humour to the routine of the classroom. How easy it is to be 
blinded by the blaze of a man's public achievements, and fail to observe the steady glow of constant, 
unfailing dedication. In all thal Derek has done in the School the high standards of personal 
behaviour, of sporting and academic performance he cultivated in generations of boys , are a renection 
of those high standards to which his own integrity bore witness. Justly may I use the word integrity -
not least among his standards is precision in the use of language - of a man whose considerable 
activities were all equally marked by scrupulous attention to detail in all things, and scrupulous 
justice to all boys. 
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It is always difficult to appreciate a career of such worth. bul there are special difficulties of 
perspective in this case. Try to imagine a time when salaries were short and staff accommodation 
limited, and imagine Derek coming in each day from LiUington on an ancient motorcycle 
combination. Think of working for a university degree while playing rugby at the highest level and 
looking after a young family. Consider the responsibility of running a I-louse which functioned almost 
independently from the School, and in which Sheila kept house for a family of over sixty. This was a 
different world to the Sherborne we know now: only by calling it to mind can we see Derek's 
achievements in sharp focus. He was Housemaster over a period in which the School jerked itself up 
into the form it takes now. (It is said that this change in the nature of the School and the relation
ships of its community can almost be dated.) He saw the change and made the adjustments; but not. 1 
think, with the jerk so universally perceptible. Just as in the cricketer the fast bowler gave way to the 
wise off-spinner without loss of effectiveness: so. in the schoolmaster, the aristocrat civilly bowed in 
the new democracy. 

I wonder what boys these days make of him. Perhaps they have heard that he was a Rugby Blue 
for three consecutive years, that he played for the Barbarians and was an England trialist. Perhaps 
they know of his services to Dorset cricket and that he captained the County for fourteen years. They 
may even know how he was a tank commander in the War before he went up to Oxford. But boys are 
creatures of immediate experience; they know best what they know here and now: a man who smiles 
but is never fooled; a man who is learned but whose learning is never used for show or mockery; a 
man who likes boys but who never has to abandon his adult responsibilities in order to get on with 
them. Perhaps some among them can see in his love of Crosswords and P. G. Wodehouse an image of 
the man himself: precision, charm. humour, discipline, a special blend of craft and inspiration. 

Derek will be with us for some time yet, we hope , but we take this opportunity of offering him 
our gratilude and our very best wishes to Sheila, their children, and grandchildren. 
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P.T. Currie 

Many public schools ended the war years with depleted and often temporary staffs and Oxford 
and Cambridge abounded in suitable candidates to fill the gaps - talented men, matured by years of 
war service. Canon Ross Wallace, the current Headmaster of Sherborne, was well aware of the need to 
recruit a staff for the future, and he was only interested in the best. Peter Currie, with his credentials, 
could have gone anywhere. He had gained Distinctions in French Literature in the Modem Language 
School: he was Oxford ·hockey captain and a Scottish International and, furthermore, school
mastering was in his blood: his father, before him, had been a much respected Housemaster and 
Senior Master at Cheltenham College. So began a career which has brought Peter Currie great reward 
and happiness and which, in turn. has influenced generations of Shirburnians fortunate enough to sit 
at his feet or to be in his House. He could very easily have left to become a Headmaster elsewhere 
but he chose to devote his life to Sherborne and the School has been the richer. 

A catalogue of his diverse achievements here can do him scant justice. Shirburnians of the fifties 
may recall martial commands at C.C.F. Camps or mighty swings on the cricket field but, first and 
foremost, mention must be made of his contribution to the Modern Languages Department , whether 
for Oxbridge , 'A' level or 'O' level pupils. It has never been an easy option to be taught by P.T.C., but 
few of his pupils, encouraged and motivated by his consistently outstanding results, can have 
regretted the hard work and discipline which they quickly learned was their part of the bargain. 
Sherborne hockey is another area where his contribution has been considerable. Today the game is 
completely established and it dominates the Lent Term, but the foundations were laid by the total 
dedication and commitment of P.T .C. at a time when the status of hockey was much less secure. 
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The creation of The Digby is, without question, Peter's major gift to the School and undoubtedly 
the one by which he will be best remembered. He was assistant architect and founder of the House 
when it was established in 1964: he was also a thoughtful innovator and many of his original ideas 
have become standard practice in the School. It was a shock to many when he bowed out at his peak , 
but he could hardly have left a firmer foundation for his successors, and the House will never lose 
the stamp of its first Housemaster. Left with ten more years on the staff, Peter Currie now channelled 
his energy to school Golf and here, too, he has left his mark. In term and also during the holidays, he 
has given generously of his time and enthusiasm. His personal brand of golf has been described as 
'static Hockey', but good opponents have found it tantalisingly effective. A whole generation of 
school golfers must feel indebted to him and the Old Shirburnian Golfing Society recognised this 
recently in no uncertain terms. 

The total of Peter Currie's contribution to Sherborne is more than the sum of the individual parts. 
He has influenced the school's policy and development, and many planning and administrative 
changes have been his ideas in the first place. Maybe Headmasters have sometimes found his 
perception and persistence uncomfortable, and colleagues will have smiled at his remarkable ability to 
make four words do the work of one, or marvelled at an equal extravagance with matches when 
lighting his pipe. No eccentricity, however, can diminish the stature of a man who found himself, one 
crucial term, in the position of acting Headmaster. Now retired, P.T.C. has joined the well known 
Fine Arts Auctioneers, Lawrence of Crewkerne, and he is utilising much of the knowledge gained 
when he masterminded the great Abbey Appeal Sale, the success of which was another tribute to his 
renowned thoroughness. 

But no comment on Peter's retirement would be complete without reference to Hazel's untiring 
support: she too is a Sherborne character. Many can recall her lively performances in Staff plays, and 
her contribution to The Digby is inestimable: she managed the domestic scene, her family, boys and 
'Boxers' with supreme efficiency, and won the respect and affection of all. Happily Hazel and Peter 
still live within sound of the Abbey bells and their many friends and former colleagues continue to 
enjoy their hospitality and their stimulating and amusing company. 

J. T. Melvin 

John Melvin came to Sherborne via Stowe and Trinity College, Cambridge, to join the Modern 
Language Staff in J 938. The next year he left on War service. He served in the Dorset Regiment, 
attended a War Course at the Staff College, Cambridge, was wounded in North West Europe, 
mentioned in Despatches, and attained the rank of Major. 

On his return to Sherborne he became housemaster of Elmdene, now Wallace , and two years later 
moved to Harper House. fn 1952 he married Elizabeth Parry Jones, and Mrs. Melvin became the third 
generation of her family to preside over a school house at Sherborne. John Melvin, a rather shy and 
very private man, with the watchful and critical eye of the Scot , took immense interest in all his 
charges and their varying activities. Those who were under h is care soon came to appreciate his 
qualities and he still remains on affectionate terms with a number of his Old Boys. 

During their eleven years at Harper Mr. & Mrs. Melvin provided a friendly and generous hospitality 
to colleagues and visitors alike, and the private side of the house bore witness to their high standards 
of taste and artistic interests. 

John Melvin continued to give excellent service to the Corps; drawing upon his wartime experience 
he enlivened the training, and ultimately took over command at a time when the C.C.F. - with the 
end of National Service - needed imaginative modification and fresh enthusiasm. In this task he was 
very successfu I. 

Prepared to blow a whistle for Senior Leagues, he was never a football or cricket enthusiast, except 
in support of his house. Tennis he always enjoyed and was in charge of school tennis for a number of 
years. He kept himself fit through regular games of squash, and also with his brisk walks with his dogs 
on the games fields. 

In school he was a meticulous and stimulating teacher of French and German, intolerant of 
slovenly work; and his Sixth Form talks on painting will be remembered for their authoritive and 
local quality. His activities had probably their widest impact in the many stage productions for which 
he was responsible, and in which he occasionally appeared himself. T he pages of "The Shirburnian" 
reveal how regularly these were successful. Outsiders could only guess at his painstaking thorough
ness, both technically and administratively , and at his equanimity through the various crises inevitable 
in school productions. 
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The rectitude of his behaviour and example, together with the invariable smartness of his 
appearance, might have turned him into a rather austere figure were it not for the twinkle in his eye 
and his quickness to seize upon the ridiculous. His tireless energy, wide interests and sheer efficiency 
marked him out as a Schoolmaster of real quality. It was therefore not surprising when he left in 
1959 to become headmaster of Kelly College. In spite of his Sherbome connections we thought we 
had seen the last of him. Not so! He retired from Kelly in 1972 and returned to Sherborne where he 
had a house built which could house to his satisfaction his wife, four children and personal 
treasures. 

Much too active to do nothing but dabble in various local activities and create a garden, he was 
quickly nobbled to teach German at Foster's School. In 1975 a vacancy occurred at Sherborne 
School; his qualities had not been forgotten, and he was warmly invited to return for some part-time 
teaching. ln no time at all he was Treasurer of the O.S. Society , and lately their Recorder; delivering 
lectures on Art and Music to Vlth Forms as well as carrying through his more conventional teaching 
which steadily increased. Irrepressible in his interest in drama he produced a further three staff plays. 
Outside school time he became a leading figure in the establishment of Dorset Opera; and in the 
provision of an Abbeyfield house for old people in Sherbome. In July he finally retired, thus severing 
the last link with the pre-war Common Room. His has been a life of constant and largely unobtrusive 
service, willingly and cheerfully undertaken. Careful over small things, exceptionally generous, (where 
possible anonymously) towards people and institutions which arouse his sympathy or interest. His 
influence over generations of boys - and not only over boys - has been very considerable for he has 
so consistently stood for those things which he believed to be true, honest, just, pure and lovely. 

Now he will have more time to travel for he has enjoyed continental holidays, almost as much as 
Cornwall, and we hope we shall also see him pacing round the fields with his dogs; we know that he 
and his wife will always have a smiling welcome for their many friends. 
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He was, I recall, appointed late in the year when the harvest of intending schoolmasters is usually 
fast home; but the late gathered grape often produces the best wine and so it proved here. His erst
while professor at Durham, W. B. Fisher, himself a veteran connoisseur of vintages, would have said 
the same. 

Coming from Manchester and Durham he knew the real North and carried with him a firmness of 
intention and an ample energy for attaining his aims. His arresting laugh might attract you initially to 
h.is group but, once there, you realised that it was his range of interest, his stimulating ability to 
perceive opportunities and his involvement with each person individually that retained you. 

In a decade when Geography in schools was being transformed beyond recognition he relished the 
challenge of interpreting its new theoretical structures for boys of all ages, from Cambridge entrance 
candidates to the youngest in the school. Many innovations in the depanment were attributable to 
h.im: field days in the lower school. the use of the computer and, his final foray, videoed views in 
Room 24. The girls flocked to his General Studies course in Anthropology. He would illustrate 
generously to them the way in which African tribal display markings found an exact parallel in their 
pre-lesson preparation. 

He enjoyed having boys around him and had an amazing ability to try new things for himself. 
Colts teams of all main sports were grateful to him for his enthusiasm or his stage-whispered advice 
from square leg; and they responded to the promised prize of 'Mars bars on Mondays'. A true school
master, he taught himself hockey - when he had no previous knowledge of the game - and squash, 
to the point where the sterling and regular encounters with other members of staff were the highlight 
of his week. 

He took over a Careers department well-founded by his predecessors and developed it further into 
a flourishing and professional agency, keen to show the school the opportunities in the world outside 
and to give each one of them a sympathetic ear and advice. 

It was, however, in the world of drama that we found most to admire, either in his talented 
personal appearances for the Amateur Players or his sextet of productions for Lyon House. The pace 
and balance of these, achieved through his skill in casting - he knew his potential players so well -
and his attention to detail set a standard by which others could be judged. 

One summer holiday he became affianced in Peking, then took to riding and professed a new 
pedestrian interest in the theatre. After a whirl of farewells he was gone, leaving us to reflect upon his 
contribution to the school and the gap in Senior Common Room life. We look forward to news of the 
market for Irish dancing clogs and lunches in London on stolen 'committee meeting' days. 

To Alan and Cheryl our confident wishes for their future happiness and success. 

The Paddy Whelan Memorial Cricket Match 

While many boys at Sherborne had the benefit of Paddy's coaching in cricket, rugger or fives, 
relatively few had the opportunity of playing with him. Those who wandered up to the Terrace on a 
Sunday afternoon may have seen him bat, or even bowl. A correct, bu! attacking batsman who loved 
to hit the ball hard and straight. With him in the side no match was lost until the final ball ; the 
captain expected Paddy to get at least 50 and usually he was not disappointed. Paddy's slow lofty leg 
breaks were the downfall of many batsmen - they looked inviting bul so often induced indiscretions. 
After the game he was frequent ly the centre of the party. Spoofing for pickled eggs was a favourite 
pastime to accompany a glass or two of strong ale. 

The match on Sunday 20th June between Bow House and the Mayor of Sherborne's XI was; we 
hope, a fitting Memorial lo Paddy. Both sides contained friends and colleagues of Paddy from 
Sherbome, King's Canterbury, and Sherborne Cricket Club, together with Fives players and Old 
Shirburnians. Each side scored over 200 runs in their 40 overs. The cricket was competitive but 
enjoyable and Paddy would have approved of the straight hit for six which nearly won the match for 
the Mayor of Sherbome's XI. 

In the evening 150 people attended a Buffet in the gardens of Bow House, the numbers a testa
ment to the many friends Paddy made in his sporting contacts over a wide area. The weather had 
miraculously stayed fine; the evening was warm and the draw for the raffle was uncanny. We could 
not have wished for better results. Many stayed until the evening turned to night, talking and 
reminiscing, a fitting end to an occasion of which we hope Paddy would have approved. 

Over £1000 was raised to endow The Whelan Bursary and Physics prize for the encouragement and 
recognition of hard work of young physicists. 
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Commemoration 1982 

August and elegant, the Guest of the Day, Lord Justice Everleigh, evoked the fortunes of a nation 
endowed with our legal system; yet such cautionary tales were never far from his lips as that of the 
Chinese defendant Mr. Tintack, who had been assaulted with a hammer. This counterpoint of 
solemnity and humour threaded itself through Commem. The Headmaster's sermon on courage drew 
an immediate response in an Abbey which some of the Falklands combatants had themselves but 
recently allended; yet soon Jeremy Peck's shameless puns banished sombre renection from the 
rostrum, and Bacchus and the Muses had a ball. 

The Greens were plagued with frogs - Aristophanes' on the Sixth Form and Scapin's victims on 
the Fifth. Girating up in the Chapel , the Pharaoh of Harper was putting on an amazing technicolour 
performance of his own. 'Cataract' was one in the eye for the critics. earning torrentiaJ praise, whilst 
in the B.S.R. Miss Miller and Mr. Glen drew from their cast a towering performance. Rupert Sheard 
himself embodied the variegated quality of the weekend, one moment an assistant tormentor, the 
next a virtuoso of the piccolo in Vivaldi's Concerto in C major. 

Outside the weather just about remained fine, and the party-goer could clear his head at the 
cricket. where The Digby snatched a win from The Green by the odd run in the final, or visit the 
athletics sports, or the exhibition of the U.16 hockey tour of Belgium and Holland. Tennis, gym, polo 
and sub-aqua vied with Pamela and Rodney Russell's paintings, Alfred Munnings' correspondence and 
the boys' own pictures: James Wilson and James Boyd among others displayed works of real quality. 
Computers, chemicals and TAC called the scientific; theology, antiquarian books, photography and 
history answered for the arts, whilst a brief trip to the West Mill gave the hard-pressed visitor a well
earned respite from his paren ta! round. And so on till dusk, when Jack Point sang his lovelorn I amen t, 
and we bade farewell to four outstanding members of the staff, and a busy year dissolved gently into 
the summer holiday. 

C.H.R.N. 



Sherbome in the South Atlantic 

The editors consider that readers of "The Shirbumian" would be interested in an account of the 
participation by Old Shirburnians in the recent Faulklands Campaign. 

We are pleased to record below the names of OS who served, together with a few fust-hand 
descriptions for which we are grateful. We fear that the list is not complete, and we would be pleased 
to receive further information. 

Old Shirburnians 
2nd Lt. R. G. Barrow , RN 
Sub-Ltd. S. N. Bound, RN 
Capt. S. 1. D. Bush, RM 
Lt . G. M. Davenport, RN 
Lt. J .E. H. Farquharson, Welsh Guards 
Capt. A. W. Foster, Scots Guards 
Lt. R. W. Jackman, RN 
Maj. I. C. Mackay-Dick , Scots Guards 
Lt. C. M. Potter, RA 

Group Capt. 1. S. B. Price, CBE, RAF 
Cm. T. D. Shorland Ball , RN 
Lt. D. A. B. Smith, RN 
Capt. T. S. Spicer, Scots Guards 
Lt. W. 1. Syms, Welsh Guards 
Brig. 1. H. A. Thompson, CB, OBE, RM 
Lt . C. V. Whiteley , RM 
Capt. M. G. Williams, RA 
Lt. A. C. Wilson, RM 

1982 started in its usual way for my Brigade with Winter training in Norway. We had not been 
back long, indeed the rear parties were still at sea when events started moving very fast indeed. 

My telephone at home rang at 0315 hours on 2 April. It was my General who in guarded phrases 
told me that Argentina was about to invade the Falkland islands. The first thought that went through 
my head was that the bulk of my staff were in Denmark on an exercise reconnaissance. 

The first day of planning was done with the two staff officers who had remained in England, while 
the remainder of my staff got back as fast as they could, leaving our American , Danish and German 
allies amazed at their precipitate departure from their hotels at 5 o'clock in the morning. 

Planning in the early stages was bedevilled by a number of factors not least a lack of intelligence, 
lack of shipping and no firm mission. AJJ this got better as time went on and the first ray of light was 
agreement by the MOD to requisition merchant ships to augment the RN shipping. 

The merchant service did splendidly throughout the campaign and did things that they would 
never have dreamed possible a few weeks before. I shall never forget the sight of one of our merchant 
ships doing a three ship re-fuelling at sea and at night as coolly as though he did it every day of his 
life. 

Eventually we were loaded in 316 days. This is not bad when one considers that we were at 7 days 
notice to move and achieved it from a standing start with one Commando actually on leave and 
spread from the USA to the South of France. We had also been augmented by a number of additional 
units notably 3rd Battalion the Parachu te Regiment (3 PARA); T Battery (Shah Sujah's Troop) a 
Rapier Air Defence Battery; and two troops of the Blues and Royals equipped with Scorpion and 
Scimitar. We were, of course, also to be joined by 2nd Battalion the Parachute Regiment (2 PARA) 
commanded by the redoubtable H Jones, who brought with him another light gun battery and some 
more Light helicopters. My Brigade totalled about 5,000 men, consisting of five commandos/ 
battalions and four batteries of IOSmm light guns plus helicopters and logistic support. 

Al Ascension Island we had a pause for a much-needed restow and work-up of those units not 
familiar with Amphibious operations. J should say a word here about how quickly we assimilated 
these units who are not normally part of my Brigade. We were greatly assisted by the small size of the 
Royal Marines and the British Army. As we are all regular forces, we know each other well and have 
served together frequently. A few examples will suffice : both Hew Pike (CO 3 PARA) and David 
ChaundJer (commanded 2 PARA after H Jones' death) were students at the Army Staff College when 
1 was a member of the directing staff; the 21C of 2 PARA is a cousin of my Chief of StafPs wife; 
H Jones was Chief of Staff of the Brigade under whose command I served as a CO in Northern 
[reland . .. ........ . 
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Throughout the journey south and during our stay at Ascension Island the plaJ1ning continued . I 
was co-localed in HMS FEARLESS (one of the LPDs) with Commodore Mike Clapp, the Commodore 
Amphibious Warefare and his staff. Admiral Woodward went ahead with the •nat-tops' to establish 
the Total Exclusion Zone (TEZ) around the Falkland Islands. At this stage the command strncture 
was that CINCFLEET at Northwood near London was the Task Force Commander and Admiral 
Woodward, Mike Clapp and I were all Task Group Commanders ; Admiral Woodward being "primus 
inter pares". I had a direct link back to Northwood through the land Deputy to ClNCFLEET, Major 
General Jeremy Moore. He was to land on the Falkland Islands I 0 days after the initial landings as 
Commander Land Forces Falkland Islands (CLFFI). 

The two problems uppermost in the Amphibious Task Group Commanders' minds were: 

a) Where to land. 
b) The fact that Argentina had air superiority . 

I was clear that I wanted to land where the enemy was in light strength only, because I did not 
have the "combat power", to coin an American phrase, to storm ashore agafost a well-prepared 
enemy position. Conversely I did not want to land so far away that it would take weeks or even 
months to get to Stanley possibly involving another amphibious operation. 

Mike Clapp wanted a beachhead that provided a sheltered anchorage whatever the weather and 
protection from the air-launched Exocet. 

San Carlos Water on East Falkland fulfilled both our requirements. Al l that nqw remained was to 
check the beach areas out for enemy and suitability. Here we were helped by an ace card held by us. 
Some years before, the Commander of the Royal Marines detachment on the Falkland Islands had 
carried out an extensive survey of most likely beaches in the Islands. Only he has this information and 
he was in HMS FEARLESS with us. 

Special Forces had been operating on both East and West Falklands since I May. It says a great 
deal for their skill that not one patrol was captured in the 2 1 days preceding our landing, although 
the Argentines were looking for them continually. 

At about midnight on the night of 20/21 May 1982, Captain David Pentreath in HMS 
PLYMOUTH Jed the amphibious shipping down Falkland Sound and the landing started. Surprise 
was achieved and it was a complete success. 

Al this stage we had not achieved air superiority and for the next five or so days the Royal Navy 
was to fight, what in my opinion was, the crucial battle of the campaign. Until the Argentine Airforce 
had been reduced by allrition to a level at which it could not innuence the land battle, we, the land 
forces. could not operate in strength outside the air defence umbrella around the bridgehead except 
at night. 

The decisive battle of the campaign was won by the gallantry and skill of the Frigates in Falkland 
Sound and San Carlos and by the Harrier pilots. They achieved the necessary attrition but not 
without considerable loss to themselves. Thereafter the Argentine Airforce could not prevent us from 
winning. Although of course, they were subsequently to innict casualties at Bluff Cove when they 
bombed two LSLs unloading troups and had the temerity to bomb my Headquarters with 400kg 
SNAKE EYE bombs, less than 24 hours before the surrender. 

I moved my HQ ashore in the early hours of D+ I and thereafter commanded from my CP which 
moved forward as we advanced out of the beachJ1ead. 

The land fighting started in earnest with the battle of Darwin and Goose Green. The details are 
generally known, but this was a critical battle, won by the tremendous fighting spirit or 2 PARA 
against what lurned out lo be odds of2-1. H Jones was killed half way through the battle clearing an 
enemy position and has subsequently been awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross. ln summary they 
cleared a position about 6 kilometres long defended by well dug-in troops who were supported by 
three I OSmrn guns, mortars and light air defence guns. After 36 hours the enemy surrendered. Only 
then did we realise what we had been up against and what I had asked 2 PARA to do. 

I should explain that at no stage in the campaign did we ever have any air photographs of enemy 
positions showing defensive locations. gun positions and so forth. It was simply not possible to take 
photographs of the required standard from the equipment fitted to the Harriers. There were, of 
course, no other aircraft available to take air photographs. 

At the same time that I ordered 2 PARA to take Goose Green and Darwin , l told 45 Commando 
RM and 3 PARA to march out of the Beachhead to the high ground West of Port Stanley via the 
settlements of Douglas and Teal. At this stage we had lost all but one of our lift helicopters when 
Atlantic Conveyor was sunk , so hair my Brigade had to walk. I ordered the seiwre of the key high 
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ground, Mount Kent, by a night helicopter operation by the SAS closely followed by 42 Commando 
RM . Afte r many false starts, caused by appalling snow storms night after night, this succeeded. 

By about 2 June 1982 I had two Commandos and 3 PARA forward on the high ground 
dominating Port Stanley from the West. By this time CLFFI had landed and 5 lnfantry Brigade had 
also started to land taking 2 PAR.A under their command. 

Before my Brigade night attack on I I June there was necessarily an enonnous amount to do. 42 
Commando, 45 Commando and 3 PAR.A patrolled intensely to gather information on the Argentine 
main positions. (No air photographs!) At the same time my logisticians were beavering away to get 
forward the necessary gun ammunition for the ensuing battle. It was 70 kilometres in a straight line 
from our Brigade Maintainance Area at Ajax Bay in San Carlos Water to Mount Kent. Most heavy 
supplies came by LSL to Teal Inlet and forward from there by helicopter. There were still not enough 
helicopters and never were. 

With my gun lines stocked with 500 rounds per gun and my men fully briefed, my Brigade, 
consisting of 42 Commando, 45 Commando, 3 PARA and reinforced by 2 PARA and I Welsh Guards 
(I WG), crossed their start lines at about midnight local time (0400 Zulu) to attack Mount Longdon. 
Two Sisters and Mount Harriet. By rust light 3 PARA (Mount Longdon), 42 Commando (Mount 
Harriet) and 45 Commando (Two Sisters) were firm on their objectives. 2 PAR.A and I WG were dug 
in in reserve wailing for the next bound. The objectives were not achieved without fierce hand-to
hand fighting. The Argentine regulars and marines stayed and fought, and their officers did not run 
away contrary to reports in the press. For example 42 Commando took 300 prisoners, including the 
CO of the Argentine Battalion , and killed 50. 

The following extract from Hew Pike's report is typical of the scene that morning on all three 
objectives, with light snow falling and the bitter cold wind blowing: 

"The sight of groups of young soldiers, tired, grim-faced but clearly triumphant moving through 
the mist to check the enemy dead, with bayonets still fixed will remain forever vivid in the 
memory." 

And again 

"The misty scene as dawn broke. wilJ perhaps be the most haunting memory of this long, cold 
fight. The debris of battle was scattered along the length of the mountain, encountered round 
every tum in the rocks. in every gully. Weapons. clothing, rations, blankets. boots. tents, 
ammunition, sleeping bags, blood-soaked medical dressings, webb equipment, packs, - all 
abandoned, along with the I 05mm RCLs. l 20mm Mortars and .50 Browning that had given us 
so much trouble during darkness. The enemy dead lay everywhere. victims of shell, bullet and 
bayonet. The sour odour of <leach lingered in the nostrils long after many of these corpses bad 
been buried. for it was a slow job. and eventually the task was abandoned when their artillery 
and mortars started again. The enemy bunkers provided an Aladdin's Cave of Camel cigarettes, 
bottles of Brandy. huge cakes or solid cheese, and, of course - bully beef! Standing amongst 
the shell holes and shambles of battle. and watching the determined. triumphant, but shocked. 
saddened faces of those who had Jost their friends on this mountain, the Iron Duke's comment 
was never more apt - "There is nothing half so melancholy as a battle won, .............. . 
unless it is a battle lost." 

Forty-eight hours later, 5 Infantry Brigade , led to their start lines by my Brigade Reconnaissance 
Troop, attacked Tumbledown and Mount William. At the same lime 2 PARA 3ttacked Wireless Ridge 
under my command. 

Soon after first light I joined David Chaundler, CO 2 PARA, on Wireless Ridge with his forward 
company. He had seen the Argentines fleeing in hordes into Stanley. As we watched, what must have 
been the last enemy IJFs come crashing down on Tumbledown to our right and on some of our 
Cheeky Scout helicopcers firing SSl J missiles from the ridge just to the left of us at an enemy gun 
position. I gave David the order to advance and then returned to my Tactical CP by helicopter. As 
ever on these occasions, the radio in the helicopter was not working and I had to wait until I arrived 
at my CP before telling the remainder of my Brigade to advance. It was all over. 

I walked into Stanley behind 2 PARA with 3 PAR.A close on my heels and the two Commandos 
coming round the town to occupy the high ground in case the Argentines changed their minds. All 
my guns were loaded and laid on the town too as an additional precaution. 

I met Chris Keeble, the Second in Command of 2 PARA in Stanley as l arrived. He said, " Isn't it 
wonderful to be alive." I could not have agreed with him more. 

30 Brig. J .H.A. Thompson 



The following report comes from HMS INTREPID, with which our own CCF is associated. The 
editors express their thanks for the report and the accompanying photographs. 

After the Argentinian surrender on 14 June the ship was tasked to organise the collection of 
prisoners of war from West Falkland. On 15 June some 150 men of 40 Commando , Royal Marines 
were transported to the settlement of Port Howard to disarm about 730 prisoners and at the same 
time HMS A YENGER entered Fox Bay and sent parties ashore to take control of another 900 
prisoners. Most of the prisoners seemed cold and dispirited and a considerable number appeared to be 
badly undernourished. They all seemed to be rather pleased that they were now on their way home 
and co-operated fully. Having been assembled ashore a total of 1600 were brought on board HMS 
INTREPID between 15th and 16th June and then taken to the San Carlos anchorage where they were 
transferred to SS CANBERRA and MY NORLAND for subsequent repatriation to Argentina. 

Concurrently, INTREPID was instructed to assist the Falkland lsla11ders themselves to re-establish 
their normal pattern of life. The area we were assigned was the whole of West Falkland and most of 
East Falkland (less the immediate environs of Port Stanley, Goose Green and Darwin) and to under
take tbe task we were able to use 4 Sea King helicopters from 846 Squadron to fly teams ashore. 
Altogether 35 settlements were visited to check that the community were in a good state of health, to 
identify any shortages of food or other necessities, and to take a full census of the population. 

Not surprisingly the teams received a tremendous welcome and they found that the islanders were 
fit and cheerful. As far as could be determined in the areas visited, very few had suffered any 
privations but we were able to send working parties to help clean up properties which had been 
occupied and to distribute certain urgently needed supplies. The SEA KING SUPERMARKET - a 
helo filled up with a range of commodities (e.g. flour. salt. tea , coffee , sugar and other vital items -
toilet rolls etc.) toured the settlements to make sure that their stocks were sufficient to last until the 
next resupply boat appeared. When it was heard that a little boy in one settlement was about to have 
a birthday the cooks on board set about making a large birthday cake and assembled a coLlection of 
sweets from the ship's company aJI of which were delivered by helicopter on the due date to the little 
boy's obvious delight. 

While this was going on various items of equipment were being loaded into ships at San Carlos for 
transfer round to Port Stanley so that the airfield and the surrounding defences could be established. 
INTREPID sailed round to Port Stanley and the landing craft were used to assist in the off load of 
equipment into the town. Fina!Jy , when we were finally ordered to sail for UK having embarked 29 
Commando Regiment, Royal Artillery, two large landing craft were left behind to continue with the 
unloading of stores for the repair of the airfield for Sea Harrier operations. 

Our passage home has been busy as we have been working hard to bring the ship up to a high 
standard of cleanliness before our arrival. Of course, we have had some fun as well, like the 
ceremonial visit by King Neptune and his Court when we were crossing the Equator - all the 
appropriate people were 'tried' for their various 'offences' and received the usual sentence of a 
lathering with soap , a shave and a ducking much to the amusement and cheering of the watching 
crowd. 

Naturally we are all excited about our homecoming, full of pride with what we have helped to 
achieve and yet remembering all those who died fighting for this particularly just cause. Of those who 
died we are particularly remembering the crew of the landing craft from HMS FEARLESS which was 
sunk by aircraft attack and have now raised £6000 on board to go to the next of kin. 

Commander D. A. F. Parsons, RN 
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Three Old Shirburnians serving with 2nd Battalion Scots Guards were involved in the action of 
Tumbledown Mountain, a short account of which follows. The OS concerned are: 

Maj. I. C. Mackay-Dick {h '59-'63) 2nd i/c Battalion 
Capt. T. S. Spicer (a '65- '68) Operations Officer 
Capt. A. W. Foster (a '69-74) Intelligence Officer. 

On Friday 2nd April , the date of the Argentinian Invasion, the Battalion was finding the Queens 
Guard at Buckingham Palace , St. James's Palace and the Tower of London. Little did we think then, 
that we would find ourselves involved in the recovery of the Falklands. After numerous briefings and 
a work-up exercise in Wales, we set sail from Southampton on the Queen Elizabeth II at 1600 hrs on 
Wednesday 12th May, and landed at San Carlos on 2nd June. 

The Commanding Officer received his orders for the attack on Tumbledown Mountain feature on 
Thursday I 0th June. This was part of a Brigade plan which included subsequent attacks on Mt 
William and Sapper Hill by the 1/7 Gurkha Rifles and the Welsh Guards respectively. The Battalion 
moved to its Assembly Area by Helicopter on Sunday J 3th June. The attack began on schedule at 
0100 hrs on Monday 14th June. It was lo be a silent night attack, until the enemy discovered us, at 
which time we would employ the considerable fire support available. This support consisted of two 
Naval ships (HMS YARMOUTH and HMS PHOEBE), 3 batteries of ArtiJJiery, 3 Mortar platoons and 
a .5 machine gun platoon. The attack was to be in 3 phases, each phase consisting of a company 
attack on part of the feature. There was also to be a diversionary attack to the South during the first 
phase. 

'G' Company was to take the first part of Tumbledown Mountain, this they did completely 
undetected by 0230 hrs. Left flank company moved forward and immediately came under fire from 
enemy mortars, machine gun and snipers. At this stage there was also sporadic shelling of both 'G' 
Company and Battalion Headquarters. Unknown to the rest of the Battalion at this time, the 
diversionary attack had run into an enemy plato!m which it took out but suffered several casualties. 
It is felt that this kept the enemy occupied and enabled 'G' Company to achieve its foothold on the 
objective. 

The left flank company remained pinned down for some hours before a concerted bombardment 
immediately followed by a vigorous company assault finally broke the deadlock and Left Flank were 
secure on their objective by 0820 hrs. 

The final phase of the assault involved Right Flank Company passing quickly through the Left 
Flank Company position and putting in a swift flanking attack on the final enemy location. Once this 
was completed the Battalion was secure on Tumbledown feature, leaving the way open for 1 /7 
GurkJ1a Rifles to allack Mt William. 

During the attack, and subsequent shell fire on our position, the Battalion lost 8 killed , 41 
wounded and J missing. The enemy losses were considerably higher and the Battalion took 27 
prisoners. It is now known that the enemy troops were the Reece Platoon and a Rifle Company from 
the 5th Marine Battalion. 

After this battle, the Argentinians surrendered totally. We hope therefore that our losses were not 
in vain and indeed our action contributed to an early end of the war, saving many other British lives. 
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24 May. 1500 GMT approx. 

A beautiful clear day for a change. The skies clear apart from the odd scattered snow shower 
passing through. A good day for aviation - good for the Argies too and it's about now that things 
start happening over the Islands. 

I've been sitting strapped into the cockpit of my Sea Harrier FRS 1 now for two hours as one of 
four pilots on "Alert 5" (five minutes to launch). The deck is as crowded as I 've ever seen on a carrier 
of this size. Fourteen Sea Harriers, six RAF ground attack Harriers and several assorted helicopters. 
The activity is frantic. We are launching two Sea Harriers every I 5 minutes in a desperate attempt to 
maintain a patrol over the landing force some 230 miles to the west. In addition the ground attack 
boys are launching practically as often to attack specific targets and then landing and to be rapidly 
rearmed and sent off again. 

T he "Alert five" team are there to reinforce in the event of an Argie air attack. 
Suddenly amongst the din of the flight deck l heard , "Scramble the Alert 5 Harriers - Air raid 

warning red in the Islands." 
Heart pumping loudly I set the powerful Pegasus engine into life and having aligned and set the 

navigational computer, taxi out onto the centre line. No time to reflect - a quick engine and nying 
controls check then slam to full power and release the brakes. I 0 tons of angry power hits me 
squarely in the back as the engine develops full power in just under two seconds and the Harrier leaps 
down the deck. A quick check of RPM and jet pipe temperature - looking good - and here comes 
the ski-jump - whoosh! and we are off, nozzles smartly to 35° and hold everything. Resist the 
temptation to touch the controls. Angle of attack, side-slip engine all looking good. OK she is 
reaching the peak of the trajectory start easing the nozzles forward, landing gear and nap up, speed 
increasing rapidly through 400 KTS - Where's my leader? Ah, there he is launching just behind me. 
We will be climbing shortly for the 200 mile transit to the combat zone. I wonder what awaits us 
there. No time to ponder. The leader has called me into formation and up we go. 

We rapidly level at 35000 ft and settle down to a brief period of quiet before descending into the 
zone. This is a good moment to make absolutely sure that the weapons system is working. Both 
missiles set and growling, gunsight set, Mirage wingspan 27ft inserted. 

Then all too quickly we are descending, talking to our controlling ship HMS Broadsword. The area 
is still air raid warning red. One raid has already been in and a second expected shortly. The adrenalin 
is really running high now. Surely this can't be happening to me? Two Sea Harriers against four 
Mirages - how did I get myself into this situation? Then over the radio "Vector 260° incoming raid 
50 miles west, believed low-level buster" (full power). My leader accelerates rapidly through 550 
KTS and descends to just above the wave tops. I'm struggling to k~ep tucked in about 200 yds on his 
wing. 

The control ship is calling range and bearing of the raid now rapidly closing as they pass just north 
at Pebble Island. Suddenly the leader spots them and shouts "Tally Ho (yes we still do!!) four Mirages 
- engaging now!" He rolls out behind them and fires two missiles in quick succession. T here are two 
enormous fireballs as the Mirages disintegrate in mid-air. A third one is breaking hard into me 
jettisoning his bombs and fuel tanks. My missile growls loudly at me and a quick press of the accept 
button on the stick locks the target. Safety nap back and fire. A loud bang and nash - the aircraft 
rocks as the deadly missile snakes towards the Mirage. I watched with a sort of helpless fascination. 
For a moment time seemed to stand still although in reality l am travelling at jusl over I 0 miles a 
minute very close to the sea. Another fireball as the missile did its deadly business. What an incredible 
sight. I had just killed someone doing exactly the same job as me. No time to gawk: there's the fourth 
Mirage somewhere and he will do just the same to you if you don't look out. Suddenly r see him 
flying low and fast just under the leader. We initiate a hard combat turn to chase him but he is 
making for Argentina like there is no tomorrow and although we chase him hard he slips our grasp. 

How peculiar l felt as I returned to the ship. Delighted at having prevented a raid getting through 
and at getting my first kiU but at the same time horrified to witness the savage burning death of fast 
jet combat at low level. 

Lt. D. Smith, R.N. 
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1982 Army Section Camp 

The camp was held this year al Renney Lenlney: a fairly large-hutted camp which overlooks 
Plymouth Sound. The camp belongs to the Royal Armoured Corps, but we were not lhe particular 
guests of any unit. This meant that more adventurous-slyle training could be undertaken. 

The party, consisting of fourteen members of the Army seclion and five from the Royal Marines, 
lefl Sherborne on Sunday 11th July. This was also the day that the Marines returned lo Plymouth 
from the Falklands. via Southampton. We happened to be travelling the same route as they did, so 
the way was thronged by cheering, patriotic crowds. Not many C.C.F.'s have been applauded to their 
summer camp! 

The Sunday evening was spent planning routes for Monday when all deparled Plymouth for 
Dartmoor. It was very ominous in view of the thunderstorm overhead at the time. Despite this three 
groups set out. The older group to walk for two days, camping over night. This proved to be quile a 
challenge because the lop of the moor was shrouded in a thick mist. It soon developed into a 
mapreading exercise at which most people failed due to inaccurate bearings. Despite this the 'goal' 
was reached. 

The younger groups enjoyed better weather on the fringe of the moor , but were less lucky on 
Tuesday. They travelled across the Tamar to shoot at Tregan tie. Having set up a range they were 
unable to shoot because of sea mist. Another range was found where Speight and Tuke showed 
themselves lo be lhe best shorts. This was the only time that the weather had a say in what we did. 

On Wednesday afternoon we visited R.A.F. Mountbatten, one of the bases for the R.A.F.'s air-sea 
rescue launches. This was a very different unit to visit and included a trip around the Sound and a 
look at the survival school. 

The morning had been spenl preparing for the night exercise that evening against Canford School. 
Our superior spiril and training soon showed through. The opposition were routed despite heavy last 
minute counter-attacks. The victory was celebrated on top of a windy Tor al 12.30 a.m. with the 
School song. 

On Thursday morning we visited H.M.S. Cambridge, the naval gunnery school. The range of guns 
they had was huge , but we were a little disappointed not to find any firing. We also had hoped to 
visit H.M .S. Intrepid , the ship to which our naval section is affiliated , but it was only in Plymouth for 
twelve hours. We saw quite a few ships return to Plymouth after the Falklands crisis. 

The afternoon was spent doing an intersection competition , where the need for team work was 
demonstrated on the assault course. The competition involved four separate tasks, including a swim in 
Plymouth Sound. The winners were worthy with a good performance on the assault course in the 
'run ofr. In the evening a group departed to savour the delights of Plymouth. 

On Friday we split into two groups. One group went abseiling and potholing with the camp's 
resident intructor. For all it was their first try at potholing and a most successful one it proved to be 
too. The other group moved into the nextdoor bay to go canoeing. This was also most successful, 
nearly everyone took a dip especially when it came to swapping canoes without touching the shore. 

After a speedy turn-around everyone left for the final exercise on Dartmoor. Having set up camp a 
brief reconnaisance was carried out before a 'spying' night exercise. Thfa was very difficult because it 
was a moonless night. Using the intelligence collected the night before the final battle commenced in 
the morning. There were several skirmishes before the final showdown which was an impossible 
assault on a well-defended Tor. The exercise finished in the early afternoon when most of the blank 
had been expended and everyone was convinced everyone else was dead al least four times. To 
finish it all off, the 4 corporals decided to walk back. 

It was a very good summer camp. Everyone 'mucked in', especially the younger boys. As well as 
the officers, thanks to the R.S.M., his mediation, Chris (the school cook) and Norman Brown. 

Participants: Officers -
Cadets -

J.P.R., C.W.M.-1. , C.H.R.N. and M.E.H. 
C. Hann, R. Nitsch, D. Jones, M. Ryan, C. Brock, C. Newth, 
M. Edelsten, R. Lowry, R. Brittan , R. Brook, P. Chambers, 
F. Edwards, G. Everall. S. Marsh, R. Price, N. Tuke,' A. Ward, 
M. Wilkinson . 
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The Pennine Way Expedition 

The Pennine Way, opened in 1965, is the longest footpath in Britain ; running from Edale in 
Derbyshire to Kirk Yetholm in Roxburghshire. In between it enters Cheshire, Lancashire, Yorkshire, 
Westmoorland, Durham, Cumberland and Northumbria - some two hundred and seventy miles. 

The last party from the School to walk it was in 1972, so on 22nd July another ventured out to 
try its luck. When the party had collected itself from parts of the British Isles it contained Mr. Higgin
bottom, Mr. Niven , Mr. Sammut, J ames Boyd, Paul Chavasse, Simon and Martin Higginbottom, 
Robert Nitsch , James Rendle and Alistair Watkins. 

It was decided to take a minibus which would to on in front of the walkers to set up camp. It was 
a vital base carrying most of the equipment. All the walkers are indebted to Mr. Higginbottom and 
Mr. Niven for manning it. 

We were blessed with a beautiful morning on the 23rd for the first leg to Croydon Youth Hostel. 
After a steep climb up Grindsbrook Clough it was onto a monotonous peat plateau and down to 
Crowden. Here we brushed for the first time with midges, forcing our very able resident artist James 
Boyd to desert his easel. 

The next day was once again spent mainly on peat, and lunch - with genuine Eccles cakes - was 
welcome. There was also a caravan selling cakes. Mr. Sammut purchased a very lavish strawberry, 
with some rather nice cream on. What a pity it only found the noor and not ltis mouth! After that 
excitement we managed a bit extra before looking back to the campsite at Todmorden, under 
Stoodley Pike, a memorial to the victory at Waterloo. 

The 25th was a very hot day and sunburn was even worse, in some cases, than sore feet. After a 
memorable tea in Weatherdale we moved onto East Marton to camp. This was sixty seven ntiles from 
Edale. 

Now off the peat, the 26th was excellent walking. First the delightful Dales village of Malham 
with the two hundred foot limestone cove behind it. which we had to climb. Then two more climbs. 
Up Fountain Fell , down again , then up Pen-y-ghent. A sugar loaf is the best description of tltis. Not 
even the midges at our campsight at Horton in Ribblesdale could upset the satisfaction. 

They were, though , an incentive for an early start and we were glad to return to the pace of the 
first day; a few people swapping their boots for training shoes. This meant we managed a further 24 
miles, which left us at Held, 12 1 miles from Edale. The final three miles were a bit of a challenge, 
stony paths (our second pet hate) not being kind to sore feet. 

The 28th heralded a new habit - rock carrying. To the horror of most of us, the rumours about 
J ames Rendle carrying several rocks in his ruck sack were true! The excuse was exercising shoulder 
muscles. 

The end of the walk to Ha lwick was a beautiful stroll along the River Tees, especially memorable 
for the way our linguist dealt with any threatening wild game. Leaping to our rescue he soon had a 
marauding shrew brought to heel. 

It was deemed that the next day should be a bit of a rest day - nineteen miles with Dufton Youth 
Hostel at the end. Despite this, o r perhaps because of it, this was a lovely walk. It contained three 
waterfalls; Low Force, High Force and the Cauldron Snout , which is at the foot of Low Breen 
resevoir. The other sight of the day was High Cup Nick and Mr. Higginbotton digging the Youth 
Hostel garden. 

After 163 miles we felt that we were really on the way. Th.is was especially so after the climbing 
of the 30th. On this day we reached the literal high point, Cross Fell. This was rather an eerie place, 
being a centre of witchcraft. It was a lovely day which was confirmed when Paul Chavasse (Super
man) pul on a striking pair of yellow shorts. Mr. Harris would have been very proud. The heat did 
make the afternoon very long. This terminated at Slaggyford. Despite the hills we did 16~ miles 
in under four hours in the morning. 

At the campsite we were to try Cumbria sausage. Th roughout the cuisine was excellent. Simon 
Higginbottom soon developed good Smash which continued to improve. By the last night it was 
worthy of an award - for that improvement. Another feature was the porridge of Mr. Higginbottom. 
It was much ridiculed - until produced - and made many a morning. 
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The 31st saw our first drips of rain but they soon dried off for the trip to Hadrian's Wall. This 
developed into a nasty experience . It was windy, damp and up and down. By that night we had 
moved into one of the regions of the forest, ending up just about at Stonehaugh. 

Sunday the J st was an energy-sapping day being very humid. We also moved back to the peat. 
Luckily we onJy encountered one patch of wet peat on the whole walk. After tea in Byrners we 
wandered up to the campsite. Simon Higginbottom chose a scenic route for some people. Having 
struggled up a steep slope, deep in the grass running after him AJistair Watkins led a rousing chorus of 
" He's a jolly good fellow". 

To celebrate our last night the midge popuJation demented to such an extent that sanctuary had to 
be sought in a pub. The shrew-squashing Mr. Niven was outnumbered and our other line of defence, 
Mark Higginbottom's socks, was unable to hold them. The theory was that too much washing up had 
washed the smell from the socks. 

The last day was very interesting. We set off in thick mist which upset our navigators who for a 
brief time even managed to start to waJk 'The Way' the other way. This was the onJy day we took no 
water. Soon the sun came out and there were no streams! After a detour up the Cheviot we plodded 
the last few miles to Kirk Yetholm, totally hidden from view until the last half mile. We had taken 
eleven days (I 00 hours exactly) to waJk 270 miles. To celebrate we had an excellent meal in an hotel. 

This was a very successful expedition. Thanks must go to all and everyone involved, especially the 
three masters. The support team aJlowed the waJkers to proceed without any worries. The only 
forgotten provision was a razor for Mr. Sammut! 

Robert Nitsch 

Fourth Form History Field Trip 

Arriving at Waterloo we walked to the lmperiaJ War Museum and went around it. It was all very 
interesting, but we found the most interesting exhibit to be that of Montgomery caravans in which a 
great deal of D-Day was planned and operated from. 

Here we were aJso shown a video from the BBC television series of World War Two, which was all 
about Dunkirk; the Blitz and The Battle of Britain. This was extremely interesting; it was particularly 
nice to have the eyewitness account. 

After lunch our next stop was St. Paul's Cathedral where a funny and congenial old man showed 
us around and gave us a lively potted History and took us to the top of St. Paul's dome which was 
very breathtaking to say the least. 

Next stop was H.M.S. Belfast where we were given time to look over the ship and to have a lecture 
on the Artie Convoys to Murmansk and Archangel. The talk was very informative, using sound tracks 
of eyewitness accounts and of the ship in action and of broadcasts from both sides· as well as slides. 

Now, unfortunately the day was drawing near to a close and we had to wend our way home. 
Nevertheless, we had all had a very informative and interesting day and had thoroughly enjoyed 
ourselves. 

We would like to thank Mr. Gibbs for organizing such a good trip. 

R. Bridge 
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Science Society 

This year we decided to explore the universe from top to bottom {that assumes, I suppose, that 
there is a unidirectional gravitational field throughout the universe which is large at one end and small 
at the other) and from left to right - you can work that one out for yourself). We failed, but along 
the way we had some very interesting lectures. 

The fust was given by W"stlands on "Helicopter Design"; an illuminating talk in which they told 
us how a helicopter works, how these principles are applied to the actual machine and how it is 
manufactured. 

The next talk was given by Mr. H. Jones who spoke about " High magnetic fields and Super
conductors". ln this lecture we tussled with teolas and endeavoured to untangle our magnetic field 
Jines. lt was great fun. 

When Matthew Whittell finally remembered the next speaker's name, (it was, um ... er Dr ... um. 
Woodhouse , that is right isn't it?) we had a delightful talk entitled " Relativity Theory". We jumped 
in and out of frames of reference, and pretended to be astronauts in a lift travelling at the speed of 
light with only an alarm clock to keep us amused. Dr. Woodhouse showed us the new and very 
different world that exists when we run at the speed of a photon. 

The Earth as everyone knows has two thirds of its surface covered by water. Man ever since he 
hollowed out his first log has been sailing these waters. The need for charts of the seas is therefore 
great. The Royal Navy came to tell us how these charts are made. It is a long, time-consuming and 
laborious task; the hydrographer is a man willing to take infinite pains to ensure the accuracy of his 
chart. It was a very informative talk. 

Pterins - not a cross between a terrapin and a ptolomy, but a biochemical essential fo us. Prof. 
J. A. Blair came from Aston to tell us about them and he succeeded in explaining a complicated and 
little understood subject while communicating to his audience the fascination and excitement of 
medical research. 

If you roll a wheel along the ground and trace the path followed by a fuced point on the rim the 
shape produced is a cycloid. But there is more, much more, to it than this as Mr. T. Heard had to tell 
us. He gave a lecture which encompassed the work of Newton and Leibniz and Christopher Wren 
{the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral is a cycloid) which was enjoyed by all. 

Finally, the talk which I think was the best. Dr. T. Betham came to lecture about the history of 
man's conception for heavenly bodies, planetary motion , black hot.es and even how the Universe was 
formed (or how it might end). Dr. Betham was well informed and amusing as he hurried us through 
the work of Copernicus, Tycho Brahe and Gallileo. Then we rushed on to Albert Einstein and the 
end of the universe. 

My thanks to all those who came to lecture - I have not mentioned all our speakers - and to 
Mr. Sammut. 

Charles Lucas 
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'Yeoman of the Guard' SSG and King's Commemorations 

It was in 1.961 that the copyright on the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas expired. This meant that 
amateur productions no longer needed to be vetted by the D'Oyly Carte Company who determined 
the manner in which any G & S operetta was to be produced and would object to any variation from 
Gilbert's traditional format. It is perhaps this continued staidness of production and the inevitable 
dogmatic approach to presentation that has regrettably brought the downfall of the D'Oyly Carte 
Company. With the end of copyright controls amateur (and professional) companies have been able 
to inject a new , vital approach to the music and Hbret(o of G & S bringing the old Victorian stagings 
up to date and allowing G & S to be enjoyed by a younger audience. 

That many of the songs and catch phrases are still popular owes much to the timelessness of 
G & S. However much a producer divorces his direction from the D'Oyly Carte mould, the intrinsic 
merit of the operettas carries them through. The tunes are recognised like nursery rhymes, the phrases 
like mnenomics. " I Jere 's a how-de-do" o r "A policeman's lot" or "Let the punishment fit the crime" 
or "Of that there is no possible doubt. .. "No possible doubt whatever! 

Of the fourteen G & S operettas only 'Yeoman' comes as close to being as ope ratic as Sullivan 
would have liked. The plot, convoluted and as exaggerated as any, carries a certain probability with it. 
No necromancers. magic lotenges or children swapped in their cradles. 'Yeoman', the most serious of 
the operettas, has only intrigue, derring-do and that marvellous Victorian moral sensibility we now 
call romance. 

Fairfax (Chris Knechtli) has been accused of sorcery and must needs marry before his execution. 
Equally , his old friend Sergeant Merryl (Richard Spencer) feels obliged to 'spring' Fairfax and in so 
doing own up as his own son Leonard (Angus Bogle) who, after a brief return, is exiled to gain time. 
Elsie Maynard (Sandy Burke Smith) earns I 00 crowns to marry Fairfax in order to save her sick 
mother whilst Phoebe Merry I (Kate Power) wishes she had the I 00 crowns rather than the amours of 
Wilfred Shadbolt ( Rupe~t Sheard). And so it is that the tragedy of a Merryman and his Maid is 
unfolded with Fairfax taking Elsie from that most pathetic of Gilbertian figures Jack Point (Mark 
Ryan). 

" It's the song of a merryman, moping mum, 
Whose soul was sad, and whose glance was glum. 
Who sipped no sup and who craved no crumb 
As he sighed for the love of a lad ye." 

It is the scene between Fairfax, Point, Elsie and Phoebe where the true character of Fairfax is 
revealed - a character that Chris Knechtli showed clearly and certainly. Fairfax knows that Elsie is 
his bride and yet wit h '/\ man who would woo a fair maid' he scorns Point, already torn from Elsie by 
100 crowns, to a desperate turn and a longing look after the Elsie he really loves. 'Marry sir? ThoL1gh I 
am a fool, there is a limit to my folly.' He has left it too late. 

Here , this production won over many others I have seen. The story, understood by the cast, was 
told with a high sense of pathos. That and some superb harmony singing from the chorus: 'Oh 
Sergeant Merry! is it true?' and 'Night has spread her pall.' Clear, crisp and precise, the chorus 
supported the principals as one would have expected. Support equally came from a stunning set 
which gave its best perspective from the rear of the hall. It was functional (as so many sels in the BSR 
have not been) with a sense of depth that belied tbe enormous size of the cast. 

As to the management of this cast, I hope that my previous reference to the 'Glen Millar' organiz
ation is taken as it is meant - a compliment. Miss Millar exhorted and cajoled the chorus into a 
splendid sound. Equally Mr Glen brought the libretto into the eighties with a colourful and open 
production - flowing easily and still retaining the essence of G & S. 
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What happens to Jack Point is debatable. Mark Ryan played this much envied part with the 
sensitivity expected of older actors and he was a sad fool indeed. Yet I should have liked a funnier 
Point. Tony Hancock, a real life Jack Point, was a very sad and unhappy man but he knew his craft. 
For the comedy we had to turn to Wilfred Shadboll who virtually stole the show. This character is 
vile, cruel and a really nasty piece of work - the viUain? He realises this and trades his pretence in 
shooting Fairfax for lessons in being a wag. He did not need the lessons. Merry!, of course, sound and 
political to the end, is forced to marry Dame Curruthers (Ghislane Fluck) a contralto part with that 
sadistic song 'The screw may twist and the rack may tum', that was played with the right amount of 
matrionliness mixed with cunning. Merryl's daughter, Phoebe, showed a carefree innocence that was 
refreshing but in the end gives herself away as a conseirator and is forced to wed Shadbolt. 

It is only fair that I should draw attention to those who laboured backstage. Usually, in reviews 
such as this, it is a polite , generaHsed thankyou. For once, two 'groups' deserve praise. Whilst most 
large School productions use hired costumes, they do not simply appear nor do they transport 
themselves about. For 'Yeoman' they were carefully nurtured by Pat Harris and Pauline Morgan who 
both put in many hours ensuring that they were fit to be worn. Few, regrettably, realise the work 
involved when large casts of occasionally careless school-'kids' are let loose on valuable costumes. 
For 'Yeoman' the cast were well dressed - mop-caps and aU. 

The other backstage crew who rarely have their work reviewed are the BSR lighting lads. They put 
many often frustrating hours work into setting up the necessary illumination. The antique equipment, 
thankfully, is being replaced but they work late into the night for most BSR productions. For 
'Yeoman' they produced a soft lighting that matched the colour of the costumes with their red and 
browns. It is a skilful craft and they do it weU . 

Gilbert and Sullivan operattas provide much that school productions required. Often they are poor 
in performance and pitiful in recitation. Who has not winced at a XV captain tripping hither as a 
Fairy Queen! or wept in anguish at fourth form pirates being chased by fifth form policemen. It is 
good to see a joint venture such as 'Yeoman' succeed. Given that it was a school production with all 
its inherent traps and inhibited performance, this reviewer was well pleased. It was a creditable 
performance. 

"It's the song of a merrymaid, peerly proud, 
Who loved a lord, and who laughed aloud 
At the moan of the merryman moping mum, 
Whose soul was sad, and whose glance was glum, 
Who sipped no sup, and who craved no crumb, 
As he sighed for the love of a ladye!" 

The Lower Vlth Play: "The Chiltern Hundreds" 

J.S.F. 

The L6th play was underattended, underpubliclSed, and it was a great disappointment that more 
people didn't turn up. It was a play full of surprises with Charles WetheraJJ a newly found acting 
talent and Nick Sutcliffe showing his versatility by stepping into one of the lead parts at two weeks 
notice. But, of course, the star of the show must have been Scarlett Philips as the nauseatingly 
domineering American deb. 

Perhaps the choice of the play itself was unadventurous: a typical drawing-room farce. Sherborne 
migh t do better to follow the example of the Digby house play, which was bo th conventional and 
interestingly interpreted. Within its limits, however, it succeeded and there was great evidence of 
directorial originality and fresh presentation of a rather hackneyed genre. The directors had obviously 
looked beyond the stereotyped conception, and their bravery at choosing novice actors paid off 
(as well as their bravery in choosing the unlikely setting of the Methodist Hall), especially C. 
Wetherall, S. Philjps, S. Pascoe, and K. Latham. Thanks must go to R. Spencer and R. Spark for 
cutting througl1 the red tape that faces any director or producer of any non master-backed 
production. Had they received more posjtive backing from the School one can only feel they would 
have produced a play at least on a par with the Digby. 

M. G. M. Thomas 
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Chamber Concert 

To calJ the event a "chamber concert" was a misnomer. Although lhe concert did contain elements 
of chamber music a large amount of it was orchestral. Of the two parts of it the chamber concert 
r>.roper was by far the most enjoyable and the best played. The concert also proved to be a surprise. 
The first piece was a double mandolin concerto by Vivaldi played by Julian Murton and Hamish 
McDonald. Not only was this an unusual form of concerto, but the instruments themselves were 
actualJy made by the players. Although the odd note sounded like a cardboard box with a rubber
band attached , the overall effect was impressive - alJ they have to do now is to write their own 
music. 

Rupert Sheard played a Piccolo concerto, further evidence of Mr. Skfaner's liking for unusual 
instruments. Although not up to his piano playing, his skill was fairly startling alJ the same. The 
playing of the chamber orchestra itself without soloists was satisfactory. The performance of the 
string section this year was not up to the standard of the previous year. The school would do better 
to attract string players and put less emphasis on wind players who tend to find it easier to make a 
nice sound than string players of an equivalent standard. 

The orchestra proper, under the baton of Brian Judge, followed on immediately. The standard of 
playing was lower than in previous years though the acoustics of the Abbey did not help much. 
Furthermore, the fact that the performance look place in the heat of the afternoon did not 
contribute to the concentration of the players. 

The orchestra played two pieces from "A Midsummer Night's Dream" by Felix Mendelsohn. The 
first was the well·known Wedding March which was competently played. The Nocturne was a far 
more interesting and demanding piece, both in the variation of sound it offered and the chance for 
horn player Simon Trist to show his mettle. 

The final piece of the whole concert was the "Iolanthe" overture by Sullivan. Many of the 
orchestra had played the piece before in some previous year. Originally intended to be part of the 
Victorian Evening, which was scrapped , it showed that the School had an obsession with Gilbert and 
Sullivan. The orchestra would have done better to have chosen a longer and more demanding 
programme with music a little less staid than "G&S", and run-of-the-mill overtures that make people 
think 'they would play that' ... Though weak in parts the chamber orchestra proved to be by far the 
most satisfying of the two performances. 

M. Thomas 

Joseph and His Tecbnicolour Dreamcoat 

The chapel filled with both audience and anticipation as Harper House prepared to launch them
selves on a very enterprising musical. The singing was of a very high standard, and was comparable to 
the professional version. Most of the songs were attempted, with Joseph sung by Mr. Cleaver, and 
Pharaoh sung by the Housemaster, Mr. Rouse. 

The show was stolen by Mr. Rouse when he started to sing like Elvis Presley. Complete with 
microphone, Mr. Rouse put everything into his solo. Mr. Cleaver seemed to find this exceptionally 
amusing; especially when Mr. Rouse was pressed into doing an encore , much to the enjoyment of 
U1e audience. A very commendable effort. 

Harper House borrowed a drummer who added an extra dimension to the performance which I 
think improved the general sound. 

The singers, however, should not be left without comment. Very seldom did they hit a wrong 
note. With the singers carefully divided into groups, a very high quality sound was achieved. The singers 
also received an appeal for an encore , to which they duly replied by proceeding to sing a number of 
songs. 

I felt that the performance was enjoyed by all, both audience and performers and I hope that 
other houses will follow this very commendable effort. 

A. P. Whelan 
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Concert by the 'Gentle men of St John's' in the Old School Hall on July 3rd 

This small choral group is made up of six choraJ scholars of the Cambridge College, assisted by 
their Organ Scholar. They follow a tradition whose best known exponents are the King's Singers 
(from the opposition down the road) where the most gifted men of these great College Choirs set up 
as entertainers. 

As entertainment what they provided was very good; but first. out of habit as it were, they offered 
us a small group of 16th century motets: Tye's 'Salve Regina', Byrd's llaec Dies', Tallis' 'Audivi 
Vocem' and Byrd's 'Viri Gallilaei'. All of these would be pieces learnt as part of their duties in 
College, and one might suppose that they would be the best sung. 

The weakest moments were in plainchant sections, taken at various pitches by different solo 
voices, in the Tye; the strongest and most exciting, Byrd's festive 'Viri Gall.', where the composer's 
love of complex cross-rhythms was demonstrated with loving proficiency. Plainchant sections in the 
Tallis were assuredly sung by all voices in unison. 

The Organ Scholar next played a Gibbons pavan from "Parthenia" with clear good tone, on the 
school Steinway. lie appears to be a shy young man and so he sat with his back to us (after all , an 
Organ Scholar's performing life doesn't equip him for facing audiences). While the Gibbons was 
elegantly played, it is a pity that he had learnt no ornamen ts or divisions for repeated sections, which 
were also played without dynamic distinction. 

Four Madrigals followed including 'A Matchless Beauty' by Wylbye, 'Weep Oh myne Eyes' by 
Benet, another Wylbye whose words were not distinctly heard, and Lassus' 'La Donna Mia Cara' -
only in the Lassus was a secular style of singing attained; diction in all the English works being poor, 
in the Italian not very good. It is a difficulty of most madrigal performances that the works tend to 
sound like sacred motets; a group offering such a second half as this one in a concert ought to master 
an appropriate secular manner. 

Our shy organist next played a Prelude to an English Suite (No. 4) by Bach , a busy concertato 
fugne with the sections of large quaver chords of the sort common to all English Suite preludes well 
played, but the contrapuntal sections marred by intrusive pedalling - a performance disappointing as, 
in the Gibbons, the problems of playing harpsichord music on the piano had been so well 
surmounted. 

Hungarian folk songs arranged by Scheiber completed the programme. These are warhorses 
familiar to all amateur choirs, the lyrics sung in English , this time with painful clarity. Great 
command of dynamics was displayed , and no doubt if you like that kind of thing this is what you 
would like ... rapid tempi made the last song a very effective conclusion to the first half. 

The second hall contained little serious music; whaL we were in for was made obvious right at the 
start with an impressive rendering of a jingle promoting soap of some kind, which certainly raised a 
laugh. II ere, as I said earlier, the secular manner of singing was attained; - I wish that we had had it in 
the madrigals. The boys specialise in vocalist accompaniments reminiscent or brass band arrange
ments, and slide their notes like trombonists on the spree; in this half a consistenlly high standard of 
diction enabled all of us lo hear the often tricky words. The songs were 'Dayton, Ohio, 1907', 
'Luckiest Girl in Town', 'What' ll I do', 'Five Feet Two, Eyes of Blue', etc., lumped together by the 
musicians under the title or 'Gatsby's', and this and the 'Gatsby' line "Gone is the romance that was 
so divine" sum up the atmosphere or the performance. 

Most amusing is 'Miss Otis regrets she's unable to lunch today', a song in the Chevalier pattern of 
dead·pan announcement of disaster by a servant; r treasure the way Lhal Lhe word 'madame' was sung, 
carryingjust Lhe right sort of doleful respect. 

The piano interlude was in fact a prelude by Gershwin - a comic mixture of the blues, Debussy, 
and Rachmaninoff. Delay in playing the final note led to its being swallowed in applause, for a fine 
performance. 

Gershwin's 'Summertime' in an arrangement for vocalising and piano followed. It's a nice song 
and justice was done to it. 
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The mandatory embarrassment of Beatles' songs sung a capella next followed: 'Michelle' and 
'Yesterday' (of course). We all love these songs, don't we? so we may as well hear them all the time. 
Like a vulgar grandmother dressed up for her grandchild's Society wedding in this form, though. 

Finally a group of well known 'forties and fifties' songs, ' Blue Moon', 'Raindrops keep falling on 
my head' (which must be 60's come to think of it) and 'In the Mood'. For an encore, energetically 
demanded, the witty 'Let's call the whole thing off. 

As entertainment this certainly succeeded. A pity, though, that of the madrigals only the Lassus 
had the energy and charm of this second half. I have always wanted to hear madrigals performed in a 
good secular manner and this group certainly has the vocal equipment to do this. Their stage presence 
was much easier in the second half also. Let us wish them well, and hope to hear more of them. 

J. R. Geach 

[Mr. Geach is a viol-maker and restorer of ancient instrnments, who, while on a professional visit to 
Sherbome, kindly agreed to review this concert. We are grateful for his expert opinions - Editors] 

The Choral Concert.given by the joint Choirs of !Jryanston and Sherbome 

One hundred and twenty people crowded into the Abbey on the evening of Monday the J 0th of May 
to listen to a most delightful concert given by the Choirs of Bryanston and Sherborne. Whether 
driven by a true inclination towards melodious cantillation, or tempted by the prospect of free 
coffee, l know not, but the performance itself was most enjoyable. The choral items were from a 
narrow range of languages, and a wide range of composers, among them Ireland, the man responsible 
for our "Te Deurn". T here was a good deal of variety, which impressed me, from the monotonous 
plainsong arranged by Berry, to the folksongs of Poulenc. 

The anthems were of the more melodious of those I have heard, made more so by the presence of 
the vocal extremes, bass and soprano. The walls rang with the sound of Haydn's "Insanae et vanae 
curae" which, being sung by about one hundred and thirty choristers, was exhilerating to say the 
least. 

The Sherbome Choir gave an impressive recital of "This joyfuJ Eastertide" by Wood, sung as its 
name suggests, and sung well . The Bryanston Choir sang a lovely version of a Swiss song by Fiske as 
well as a number of Easter hymns. T he Sherborne consort or eight boys entertained us with a 
selection of folksongs, English and French , adding a light touch to the concert, which was maintained 
by two lighthearted pieces sung by Bryanston Ensemble, as well as a beautiful arrangement of the 
"Pater Noster" by Stravinsky. However, it was the combined Choirs which impressed me most, 
through their sheer vocal fortitude. 

T he concert was the result of a good deal of hard work which was sadly not justly rewarded by the 
turnout. Nevertheless, the efforts of Peter Latimer and Brian Judge were greatly appreciated by the 
audience along with the organ playing of Andrew Barlow and Paul Ellis. The success of this concert 
will surely encourage further joint concerts which I hope will be more enthusiastically attended. 

C. M. Ward 

Cataract 

This series of four one act plays, directed by Dr. Freeman, started off slowly. The first play, a 
burlesque upon Shakespeare, took place against a suitably stylized and elegant night club setting. The 
play seemed to lack direction, leaving one with an emptiness. Whether this was the fault of play
wright, actor or director, [ cannot say. The actors were all well-tried, but seemed to stumble blind
fold through the words, probably frustrated by the deliberately strict dramatic convention. 

T he second quarter took place in a tailor's shop, which took shape before our eyes following the 
movement of a few wooden blocks. All the actors were competent but seemed to 11ave little materiaJ 
to act upon, other than complicated word-play. Ian Hey, Charlie Lucas and Jenny Ferguson made 
brave efforts to giye the play the in1petus i! lacked. 
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Giles Whittell and Robin Price, two experienced actors, gave an inspired performance of "Dock 
Brier•. The play took place in a cell while Giles Whittell the prisoner. accused of murder, helped 
Robin Price construct the case for his impending trial. A play of this sort, with only two actors. 
relies totally on skill and mutual cooperation. They succeeded in giving this dialogue the energy it 
needed. 

Jn a sketch rather reminiscent of the Two Ronnies, the above two actors parodied the diplomatic 
procedure. Word-play and puns abounded. The play was an exercise in perversion and distortion of 
the vocabulary and cliches inspired by diplomats. 

In all, what could have been a rather heavy and turgid evening with little intellectual meat was 
lightened by the perseverence of the actors and actresses. 

Richard Spark 

GramSoc. 

As, I hope, the majority of this esteemed readership will by now have realised. the renowned 
Gramophone Society is no more. But, then again. perhaps the passing of this ... institution has done 
no more than produce a few ripples on the calm surface of life at Sherborne. The avid reader of the 
Blue-Book may have noticed the disappearance of "GramSoc.", and the letters P.C .E. under the 
column known as "Miscellaneous", but as for the rest, how has this ommission affected them? Maybe 
some never even knew of its existence. 

The Gramophone Society (GramSoc to its friends) existed as a society for boys. It owned an 
extensive record collection which could be used by its membership, and from time to time it 
produced ... "entertainments". These took various forms: musical quizes, talks and so on. But 
perhaps the most famous of these entertainments were the "Joint Fancy Dress Extravaganzas". 
Whereas most normal meetings attracted only a minimal audience, these managed to fill the B.S.R ... 
One somehow wonders why. 

But the extravaganzas were notoriously expensive to produce, and then could only be arranged at 
irregular intervals. In any case these were not the main business of GramSoc. That honour went to the 
other meetings, the small gatherings, which, as I have said before, somehow failed to attract 1he large 
crowds. 

During the last term of its existence, GramSoc, in the form of Mr. Ellis, produced two of these. 
The first was entitled "Those you have loathed" - an opportunity for record and tape destruction on 
a lavish scale. Starting with C.W .M-1 and "some pert little semi-quavers" from Rossini, it proceeded 
through "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" (" I can't understand it" complained an 
American Chemistry Master), Simon Trist pouring boiling water onto some unfortunate record and 
then holding up a "creation" in polyvinylchloride, to Pinky and Perky singing "Yellow Submarine". 
Finally we were played what I can only assume lo have been a record, of an at temp t by Albert 
Schweitzer to play what one can only guess to have been Widor's Toccata. This was then lovingly 
destroyed by J.R.G.B., muttering" I 00% genuine". As Dr. Beavon pointed out, Schweitzer may have 
been a very great man , but he was a "bl**dy awful musician". 

The second meeting was conducted in a slightly more serious vein. It was a talk on the life and 
times of Edward Elgar, together with musical examples from most of his principal works. It was botl1 
instructive and informative, and I can only thank Mr. Ellis for working so hard to put the evening 
together. 

h was perhaps unfortunate, therefore , that what was co be the last meeting of GramSoc was only 
attended by an audience of twelve, including two Sherborne Boys. Like many before him, P.C.E. has 
discovered that apathy is a deadly enemy. 

Angus Lockyer 
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The Frogs - Aristophanes 

There were two things that amazed me about the Greek play last term. First, there was the fresh
ness of something that had been wrillen well over two thousand years ago. The play vividly brought 
home the fact that Greek comedy still makes good theatre. The play was highly entertaining, and I 
have no need to resort to that damning phrase, "considering it was written over two thousand years 
ago." 

My next point is that the entire cast was selected from one Classics set, rather than selection 
through audition. The quality of the play-acting was brilliant, which may or may not be indicative 
of Sherborne ·s dramatic abilities. 

The cast was led by Angus Lockyer. a suitably non-plussed Dionysus, with h.is slave played by 
Chris Ward. Mike Wright also deserves mention here for his various roles, and lo John Stock for his 
voluptuous Persephone's maid. 

In a series of comic incidents, the play traces Dionysus' trip to the underworld in order to find a 
poet. The play ends with Dionysus judging a competition between the two Greek tragic poets, 
Aeschylus and Euripides. 

The weakest part of the play was the Frogs chorus. Rather lengthy and repetitive, the chorus 
lacked the visual aspect of Greek comedy. The complete choraJ dances of Mr. Glen did not fall into 
the trap of trying to update the play, substituting topical jokes for the originals. By sticking to 
accepted dramatic convention and relying upon the original he produced a refreshing interlude in a 
lengthy and lealous Commem afternoon. 

French Play: 'Les Fouberies de Scapin' 

'Si le theatre est avant tout action, c'est du theatre pur'. Rene Bray's dictum can be applied 
nowhere if not to this endlessly enlivening comedy of Moliere and nowhere can it be more engagingly 
presented than on the charming Fifth Form Green during a lightly warm afternoon at Commem. Such 
was our treat. From beginning to end the movement never slowed down and yet the action is held by 
the frame and discipline of classicaJ drama. The plot is almost the counterpart of a perfectly-balanced 
Bach fugue; two sons have disappointed two fathers by marrying girls of their choice instead of the 
two intended spouses and then it transpires that the latter are the same as the former. The marriage 
of love has become the marriage of convenience; the rights of nature have, as it were, legitimised 
convention and the fathers have been made to look ridicuJous.The fact that Moliere has re-woven the 
material of Latin comedy only confirms that all good stories are old stories. 

The linguistic speed of the actors, reminiscent of the quick repartee and slap-dash of vintage 
Hollywood comedies, was matched by their physical virtuosity, most notably seen in Giles Whittell's 
rendering of the impish, quick-limbed Scapin, who at one point sprang down from the·waU, and in 
the writhing David Ford (Geronte), who had been tricked by Scapin into getting into a sack. Francine 
van Rooij played the gypsy Zerbinette like a veritable Carmen and was contrasted nicely by the 
dignified yet quietly seductive performance of Jane Butler. Jeremy Smith played the tetchy father, 
Argante, in convincingly waspish tones, while Charles Outhwaite (whose French , without detracting 
from the astonishingly high standards of the others, was beautiful) and AJistair Binnie projected their 
vigorous, though tormented spirits. The vaJet and the nurse, Philip Boulton and Jenny Ferguson, 
echoed authentically the concerns and the pace of the main characters and Richard Stone was every 
inch the knavish Carle. 

Again , the modern language play was a very special part of Commem. and reflected the verve and 
wit of its producer, Colin Niven. Congratulations! 

R.G.G. M. 
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Cricket 

Sherborne can make strong claims to be one of the better cricketing schools in the land. The 
School has a consistently good record in the annual festivals with Marlborough, Cheltenham and 
Haileybury and is rarely beaten on the West Country circuit. On paper the results of the I st XI and 
even more so the Junior Xis, are remarkably impressive. Yet it is a sad fact that the contribution of 
Sherbome cricketers to the game as a whole is decidedly limited. With the exception of the current 
Bishop of Liverpool, the average cricket follower would be hard pressed to name even slightly famous 
Shirburnians since the war. In fact a mere six have played fust-dass cricket in this period {Sheppard, 
Jowett, Fusdon, Wingfield Digby, Donald and Edwards), all of them at Oxford or Cambridge 
Universities, and only Sheppard got beyond this level. It is also true that in fifteen years of the 
Cricketer Cup, the Pilgrims have lost sixteen out of twenty one ties. It is sad that a school which 
regularly produces good sides has made such a limited impact and that so many promising young 
players drift away into ob curity. Much the same pattern occurs in Rugby FootbaJI where the 
school's contribution to the nrst-class game in the past twenty years has been decidedly limited. It is 
important to look for reasons. 

The benign nature of the wicket has not encouraged the production of good all-round cricketers. 
The lack of bounce and pace has discouraged fast and slow blower alike and has encouraged the 
mediocre batsman. Yet this problem is nothing new. As early as 1895 the Shirburnian magazine was 
commenting: 

"Some critics affirm that the reason why there have been so few cricketers of rtrst-class fame 
lately from Sherborne is because we are spoiled by the easiness and good quality of the 
ground." 

The fact that nine Shirburnians played in the county championship in the twenty inter-war years 
suggests that this excuse is not all that relevant. 

Perhaps there are social factors. One explanation is that young cricketers at Sherbome are spoiled. 
Everything is provided for the young player: enthusiastic and knowledgeable coaches, fine facilities, 
abundant time made available, and there is a good deal of kudos in the society of the school for 
playing in one of the 'A' Xi's. The outside world is not like this. Playing good club cricket makes 
strong demands. A regular commitment is required, the wicket may need to be rolled, the bar run, 
and good practice nets are few and far between nowadays outside the first class counties and the 
better schools. For many Sherbome players who have had everything laid on for them it is just too 
much. On leaving the school they chose to do many different things. Whereas to get to the top in any 
walk of life requires single-minded dedication . That is why good Sherborne players will be found 
often in wandering occasional sides such as the Free Foresters, the Buccaneers or the Dorset Rangers, 
but rarely in good regular clubs or minor county sides. 

[t is sad but also true that certain aspects of the game at or near the top do now exhibit many of 
the worst characteristics of competitiveness - cheating on occasions, loutish behaviour, gamesman
ship - and this can be off-putting to the young man just emerged from the cloistered world of 
Sherborne. 

There are also economic factors. The structure of the first-class game has changed. Until the 1960's 
it was possible to play as an outstanding amateur for a county side in August ; nowadays with so much 
more money at stake and all matches so competitive the County Game is the preserve of the regular 
professional. In addition, with rising unemployment and in the reduced circumstances of an 
economically declining nation the young man of ability is strongly encouraged to begin early hls 
training and career. A summer or two dallying with cricket is much less possible nowadays. 

Yet other schools seem to turn out fust-class players and there is no lack of Marlburians. 
Malvernians, Tonbridgeans or Carthusians, for exan1ple, who have made a considerable impact on the 
game as a whole in the post-war period. 

Inevitably these are somewhat random reflections open, at least, to a good deal of discussion. I 
should be most interested to hear from readers (a) whether it matters that Shirburnians have made 
such a little impact on the cricketing world in recent years, and {b) if it does matter, what we can do 
about it. 
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lst XI 

Played 14 Won6 Drawn 7 Lost J 

The 1982 eleven exceeded all expectations and became a highly competent and successful team, 
losing onJy to Radley (in early May on a rain-affected wicket), beating Sherborne Town. Dorset 
Rangers, Clifton, Canford, Downside and the Pilgrims and being much on top of most of the 
remaining drawn matches. Only at RadJey was the team outplayed. It was doubly disappointing, 
therefore, that the traditionaJ end-of-term FestivaJ with Marlborough, Cheltenham and Haileybury 
was washed out without a ball being bowled. 

At the outset it was the bowling that looked the weakest department, yet Garlick and Billington 
soon emerged as a successful pair. The former, after two relatively disappointing seasons, bowled 
tirelessly and when conditions were in his favour, with no Little pace; whilst the latter maintained a 
consistent line and length with his slow left-arm deliveries throughout the season. He will not lightly 
forget his thirty two consecutive overs (5 for 85) on a glorious summer's day in the idyllic 
surroundings of Winchester College. Sharpe shared the new baJI with Garlick and never nagged. At 
his best he could be highly dangerous (as at Canford) but too often was no more than ordinary. 
Rydon and Bennett both gave useful support with the medium pace but never really had the 
opportunity to establish themselves as regular members of the attack. 

Jones was technically the best batsman in the side and scored heavily, but only rarely did he 
attempt to dominate the bowling. He was at his best when playing his shots. It must also be said that 
he failed to inspire and encourage the younger players in the side. The senior players in any school 
team always have a role to play in this respect. Dudgeon eventually emerged as an effective and 
thoroughly determined opening batsman. His century in an opening partnership of 205 against 
Downside when the ball was struck to all corners of the ground will long be remembered. 

IL is a measure of the nature of our wickets that Shirburnian batsmen are invariably front foot 
drivers. Lloyd and Rydon were certainly in this mould and whJlst the former could hit the ball with 
awesome power, the latter on occasions produced some handsome strokes. On wickets of variable 
pace and bounce and against good bowlers they might have had a few problems. Thorne showed 
much promise at number three bat, in thirteen innings scoring between ten and forty on ten 
occasions. The best batsmen have an insatiable appetite for runs. Bennett with only limited 
opportunities was at his best in difficult situations and unlike some of his colleagues knew when and 
how to run between wickets. Towards the end of the season Cockerham and Millar both made useful 
contributions, not least in a crucially important 8th wicket stand at BlundelJ's. 

The fielding was variable. Rydon and Bennett in the covers were outstanding but too often the 
out-cricket was lacking in real professionalism and imagination. Young schoolboys do not seem to 
watch the First-Class game in the way that their fellows did until twenty seasons ago. A careful study 
of the best in action can teach many lessons (as well as one or two bad habits!). Kitson began the 
season as wicket-keeper and, although stylish and a model for all in terms of enthusiasm, lacked 
consistency so that eventually he lost his place to Cockerham. Finally Dudgeon played his part as 
captain forging a side that was well up to the best Sherborne standards. He came to the job with onJy 
limited experience but learned quickly and by the end of the season was a good deal more than 
merely effective. 

D.F.G 

I st Averages: 
inns. No. Runs Hs. Av. 

Lloyd I J 5 321 87* 53.50 
Jones 14 2 530 94* 44.J 7 
Dudgeon 14 3 374 IOI* 34.00 
Rydon 12 1 251 43 22.80 
Thorne 13 I 237 40 19.75 
Bennett II 3 125 38* 15.63 
Tice 8 0 111 74 13.87 

Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Av. 
Billington 167.S 55 468 31 15.09 
Garlick 186.3 52 46'2 30 15.40 
Sharpe 162 44 456 21 21.71 
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I st XI Matches 

Dorset Rangers 102 (Garlick 4 for 13) 
Sherborne 104/3 (Jones 37) 

Sherborne Town 218/5 dee. 
Sherborne 219/7 (Tice 74, Dudgeon 49, Rydon 42) 

Sherbo me 
Radley 

Sher borne 
Bradfield 

129 
133/0 

164 (Jones 39, Bennett 38*) 
I 19/7 (Sharpe 3 for 28) 

St. Andrew's, Graharnstown 232/S dee. (Billington 4 for 64) 
Sherborne l80/5 (Jones 91) 

Sherborne 
Mill field 

254/6 dee. (Lloyd 87*, Rydon 43) 
20 I /7 (Garlick 3 for 49) 

Clifton J 22 (Bennett 5 for 34) 
Sherborne 124/5 (Dudgeon 36) 

Winchester 
Sherborne 

188/7 dee. (Billington 5 for 85) 
l 54/7 (Jones 73*) 

Canford 64 (Rydon 3 for l I , Sharpe 3 for 15, Garlick 3 for 28) 
Sherborne 67 / J 

Sherbome 
Downside 

205/0 dee. (Dudgeon 101 *,Jones 94*). 
75 (GarHck 3 for 9, Sharpe 3 for 24) 

Sherborne 188/5 dee. (Jones 42, Thorne 40, Dudgeon 37) 
OF Gibbs's XI 182/8 (Thome 3 for 31, Sharpe 3 for 56) 

MCC I 7 5 (Billington 4 for 49 , Garlick 3 for 41) 
Sherborne 172/ 6 (Rydon 42, Thorne 37) 

Sherborne 193/6 dee. (Lloyd 7 I* , Rydon 36) 
Pilgrims 141 (Garlick 4 for 32, Billington 3 for 41) 

2nd XI 

Won by seven wickets. 

Won by three wickets. 

Lost by l 0 wickets. 

Drawn 

Drawn 

Drawn 

Won by 5 wickets. 

Drawn 

Won by 9 wickets. 

Won by 130 runs. 

Drawn 

Drawn 

Won by 52 runs. 

We were fo rtunate to achieve a record of four wins and only one defeat, from a number of close 
and exciting finishes. The middle-order batting was never very reliable and the bowling was suspect 
under pressure. However, inspired by Paul GrelHer, the captain, the performance in the field improved 
and became a feature of the season, particularly some splendid catches by Grellier himself. 

The highlights of the season were the defeat of Marlborough and Millfield. Marlborough were 
visibly shaken by our successful bid to score 211 runs in a little over two hours, with two balls to 
spare - so was I! The victory over Mill field , the first fo r several years, was earned by some gritty 
lower order batting, followed by very good out cricket, in a tense struggle. 
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The opening bowlers, Rugge-Price and Peck, each took seventeen wickets. Both bowled with 
admirable accuracy and profited from the theory that if you aim at the wickets, the batsmen will 
eventually miss. Peck had the edge in pace, but with his economical action, Rugge-Price showed 
considerable stamina - against Millfield he bowled fifteen successive overs, including seven maidens. 
In the spin-bowling department the captain accepted the challenge of bowling leg spinners, which he 
had only previously used as an alternative to his medium pace. After a match winning 6 for 59 against 
Mill field , he never really managed to develop sufficient control , but the entertainment value was very 
high! Peplow's left arm orthodox spinners were bowled with increasing control and accuracy as the 
season progressed and he deserved more bowling and more wickets - he also had the unusual 
distinction of running out one of his own team mates, whilst fielding as a substitute for the 
opposition! 

S. Bryant provided the backbone of our batting, scoring over two hundred runs, and carrying his 
bat against Bournemouth 1st XI, scoring eighty-seven. His mixture of watchful defence and 
occasional aggression, (for witness - the pavilion window at Clifton!) was a great example to his 
team-mates. Ford certainly benefited and he was the batting discovery of the season, holding us 
together on a number of occasions. KnechtU was the most attractive of the batsmen and his fluent 
off.<lriving will linger in the memory. Of the others the main innings was an aggressive one of 65 by 
Nitsch which enabled us to account for King's Taunton. 

Of the all-rounders, (lugge-Price's batting proved invaluable and he has the makings of a genuine 
all-rounder. Rintoul made a resolute contribution, but he would do well to concentrate on his 
bowling. The wicket keeping eventually fell to Kitson and , as usual, he gave of himself unstintingly , 
with some useful batting as well. 

One of the incalculables when a side is selected is team-spirit, but, to his credit, Grellier welded the 
team together, despite the changes in personnel. It is always good to see competitiveness, but the 
incorporation of every member of the team in the game and the sportsmanlike approach are a tribute 
to the captain and a pleasure to record. Talking of records, we were again grateful to Gould for his 
accomplished scoring; I trust the Digby have a replacement lined up in the wings! 

Results 

Played 10; Won 4 ; Drawn 5; Lost I. 

Marlborough 210/5 dee. Sherborne 212/8 (Knechtli 60, Bryant 41, Mather 25) 
Won by 2 wickets. 

Taunton 170 (Grellier 4-23, Peck 3-32) Sherborne 147/9 (Knechtli 40, Rintoul 28) 
Drawn. 

R.C.F.G. 

Sherborne 126 (Ford 29, Mather 21, Rugge-Price 20) Mill field 93 (Grellier 6-59, Rugge Price 4-30) 
Won by 33 runs. 

Clifton 66 (Quinlan 4-27) Sherbome 67/7 (Ford 25) 
Won by 3 wickets. 
Sherborne 144 (Nit sch 65) King's Taunton 110 (Peck 4- J 7, Pe plow 3-2 1, Rugge-Price 3-28) 
Won by 34 runs. 

Sherborne 118/9 dee. (Rugge-Price 36, Kitson 24) Can ford 113/7 (Grellier 4-60) 
Drawn. 

Sherborne 61 Wells Cathedral 62/8 (Peck 3-19, Wells-Furby 2- J 2) 
Losfby 2 wickets. 

Sherborne J 70/2 dee. (Bryant S. 87*, Tice 29, Ford 28) Bournemouth 95/3 
Drawn. 

Sherborne 128/8 dee. (Knechtli 35*, Ford 31, Bryant S. 21) Blundells 79/8 (Rugge-Price 3-12, 
Alexander 3-36) 

Drawn. 

Sherborne 169/3 dee. (Bryant M. 77*, Bryant S. 44, Kitson 28) Bishops Wordsworth 142/8 
(Peck 4-13) 

Drawn. 

Team: P. Grellier, R. Kitson, C. Knechtli , J . Peck, P. Peplow, G. Tice, C. Rugge-Price, S. Bryant, 
D. Ford. (AU with colours) R. Nitsch, R. Mather, D. Rintoul , D. Kelleway. 
Also played: R. Wells-Furby, R. Shaw, J. Quinlan, P. Crinks, H. Alexander. 



3rd XI 

Played 9 Won6 Drawn 2 Lost I 

Writing this report during the glorious weather at the beginning of the Michaelmas term one's mind 
is easily transported back to the cricketing delights of earlier in the summer. For, as the record shows, 
the 3rd XI had another successful season. While occasionally the styles of some of the batsmen caused 
DFG and MMW to turn away in horror, at no time was the cricket dull. There were many innings of 
note but pride of place must go to Simon Duffett's whirlwind 54, out of a total of 21 S for 7 declared 
against Downside 2nd XI , and to Charlie Lambie's 86 not out against Blundells, the fourth time he 
scored over 40 during the season. It might be said with some justification that he made the most of 
his luck: even a cat would welcome a similar number of 'lives'. 

The quicker bowling looked good but failed to fulfil its early promise. Often it was left to Hugo 
Alexander with his beguiling leg breaks to make the breakthrough and mop up the taiJ. Bob Corlett 
and Bob Gray made useful contributions with bat and ball, and batting first in all bar two of the 
games, the team was rarely under pressure. 

Other Third Elevens were defeated with some ease. The matches early in the season, when the side 
has had little time to settle down, provided some of the best opposition. It is a pity that Clayesmore 
I st Xr and Sherborne Town 2nd XI cannot be encountered later in the term. Perhaps the most 
enjoyable match of the whole summer was the 'A' Xl fixture against Winchester 2nd XI. An all-day 
game in the Close under cloudless skies provided a memorable experience for all concerned. Long 
may the fixture continue. 

Team: S. E. Duffett, R. C. H. Gray , C. L. Lambie, R. E. Corlett , H. A. L. Alexander, R. M. Wells
Furby, P. J. Crinks, J . D. Quinlan, T. H. Yarde-Leavett, P. McMahon , T. Milner. 



Results: 
Sherborne 128 
Sherborne 141 
Sherborne Town 2nd Xl J 55-7 dee. 
Sherborne 164 
(Sherborne 'A' XI 159 
Canford 90 
Sherborne 215-7 dee. 
Sherborne 120 
Sherborne 1944 dee. 
Sherborne I 17 

Marlborough I 02-9 
Clayesmore I st XI 142-3 
Sherborne 120-9 
Clifton 82 
Winchester 2nd XI 152-9 
Sherborne 92-3 
Downside 2nd XI 161 
Bournemouth 2nd XI 74 
Blundell's 47 
Junior Leaders 76 

4th XI 

Drawn 
Lost by 7 wkts 
Drawn 
Won by 82 runs 
Drawn) 
Won by 7 wkts. 
Won by 54 runs 
Won by 46 runs 
Won by 151 runs 
Won by 41 runs 

The editors of "The Shirburnian" are proud to present for the very first time an exclusive inter
view with M.A. ('Ron') Schutzer-Weissmann, the elusive supremo of the greatest cricketing circus of 
the '70s and '80s: 

"The Shirburnian": Well , Ron , we've finally caught up with you! (MASW is caught in the act of 
burning the 4th XI scorebook, and hurriedly attempts to don a false beard.) 
M.A. Schutzer-Weissman: Errr ... It's a fair cop, guv; don't be 'ard on an old man wot's got four 
kids to feed. 
Shirb: Could you let our readers into the secret of your team's success, Ron? I mean , by what 
magic alchemy do you transform eleven sporting cripples into a breathtakingly efficient athletic 
machine, inspired as it were by a single ruthless soul? 

Schutz: Eleven? I used over thirty players during the season! 

Shirb: Do you mean that your revolutionary adoption of the squad system enabled you to create 
an atmosphere of total understanding in which each individual could nevertheless express his own 
creative skills with the complete confidence that the other members of the team would support him 
as though another limb of the same body? 

Schutz: Not exactly. I played who ever I could find ... But it's a great tribute to the spirit of the 
School as a whole that the lads would come and play even when their experience of the game was 
limited to the beach at Margate on a day-trip when they were seven. 

Shirb: But your remarkable talent-spotting ability must be responsible in part for the team's 
success. 1 mean, it's no secret that some men on the 1st XI at present started with you. 

Schutz: Yes, well ... mustn't boast, you know; but who else would've spotted Nev Bissett, or 
Andy Sellers, or John Fuller? Why, he was pitcher for the Abbeylands Dodgers before I signed him 
up. 

Shirb: Can you enlighten our readers as to the reason for using two captains over the season, Ron? 
Schutz: I'm glad you asked me that one. You see Howard Whittaker was very good on Soccer. He 
helped me a lot with the sweep for the World Cup. But when it came to horses, he didn't know a 
nag's nose from its tail, see. Now, Mark Tindall , he gave me a lot of tips from the non-striker's end . 
Over fifty nicker in a short season, that's what I call a really good 4th XI standard. 

Shirb: Do you have any special memories of the past season? Any particular performance you'd 
like to single out for praise? 

Schutz: Well , all the lads done well, it's team-work really. I recall the game against Taunton, I 
think it was, when we lost our captain off the first ball from a very quick bowler. But then the lads 
got their heads down an' grafted, an' in the end put up a good total - everyone chipping in, see? 
They was so demoralized that they hardly made twenty in their innings ... Course, School tea might 
have 'ad something to do with it. But I would Like to put in a word about John Buckland, 'cos of his 
work-rate. Most bowlers are happy just to bowl at the stumps, but not ·John - he'd keep 'em 
guessing: long-'op, full-toss, wide - they never knew what was coming next ... took a lot of wickets 
Like that. 

Shirb: Finally, Ron, would you say that the world at large would have a rather more precise picture 
of the past season, had you not just burned the scorebook? 

Shutz: 'Ere, you've got a nerve! 'Oppit smartish before I call the lads. 



Sherborne 172-5 declared 
Marlborough J 53-8 

Sherborne 169-7 declared 
Taunton I 04-8 

Sherborne 15 I -7 declared 
Millfield 9 1 

Sherborne I 70-4 declared 
Clifton 85 

King's Taunton 95 
Sherborne 96-2 

Canfo rd 111 
Sherborne 118-6 

Sherborne 143-6 
Downside 25 

Sherborne 167-6 declared 
Plymouth 82-7 

Sherborne 2 13-3 declared 
Blundells 201-9 

Sherborne 150 
Dorset U-16 105 

Sherborne 200 
Harrow I 75-9 

Overall results:-
Played 11 

Colts Cricket Results 1982 

v Marlborough 
(P. Cockerham 62) 
(S. Ewen 4 -38) 

v Taunton 
(I. Bourke 52, R. Brooks 52) 

v Millfield 
(S. Miller 58) 
(J . Gilshenan 4-17) 

v Clifton 
(I. Bourke 65) 

v King's Taunton 

(M. Bryant 52*) 

v Can ford 
(M . Bryant 4-31) 

v Downside 

(J . Gilshenan 4-8) 

v Plymouth ColJege 
(I. Bourke 57) 

v Blundells 
(R. Tice I 04*) 
(C. Ward 5-43, R. Matthews 4-59) 

v Dorset Under 16 
{I. Bourke 55) 

v Harrow 

(J. Cranton 7-44) 

Won6 

Match drawn 

Match drawn 

Won by 60 runs 

Won by 85 runs 

Won by 8 wkts. 

Won by 4 wkts. 

Won by I 18 runs 

Match drawn 

Match drawn 

Won by 45 runs 

Match drawn 

Drew 5 

The results illustrate that Sherborne School Colts had a very successful season and although all 
members of the team should be forbidden from reading this, the major reason was that they were a 
very talented group of cricketers. 

It is fascinating to look at the outstanding performances listed above (for which the qualification 
is 50 runs or 4 wickets) to note that I I separate players are listed. Furthermore there were others 
who regularly made importan1 contributions to the team's performance such as Edward Sugden, 
whose innings of 42 against Can ford won the match for us. 

The major problem with the batting was making sure that the batting order was rotated to allow 
each individual in the team sufficient opportunity to play a long innings. Indeed, two of the best 
k110cks of the season came in the all day game against Harrow when, at long last, all the specialist 
batsmen failed, and J ames Gilshenan and Julian Cranton, batting at 8 and 10, scored 83 between 
them to rescue the team from in1minen t disaster. The standard of the batting in their partnership 
undoubtedly meant that they would have opened the innings for other school teams, but as they 
were both bowlers, they automatically batted low in the Sherborne order to give everyone an 
opportunity to show their talen ts. 
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The highlight of the batting was Rico Tice's century at Blundells where bowling of all speeds was 
bludgeoned (rather than stroked) to the boundary. It was the lirst 100 to be scored on Colts for 
some years, but it was worth noting that this occurred in an all-day game and that it is very diflicult 
for anyone to score so many runs in the normaJ afternoon match. The strangest batting performance 
of the year was Stuart Miller's who, having scored 0 not out in the first match, was dropped and 
made captain of Colts B for the next encounter. Here he duly scored SO; was promoted to the A side 
to score 58 and I not out, and then disappeared into the I st XI , never to be seen again. 

The bowling was adequate, but much less impressive. Simon Knechtli bowled a superb opening 
spell at Taunton , but ricked his back in the process and never bowled nat out again. Christopher 
Ward bowled medium pace and usually straight, while Julian Cranton bowled fast and usually 
crooked (with the notable exception of the Harrow match). The prize for versatility must go to 
Richard Matthews who surprised a few opposition umpires by opening the bowling and then coming 
on first change to bowl leg breaks. 

To be successful on the cricket field a team needs good captaincy and, in that respect the 1982 
team were very fortunate. Rico 'that's what we want' Tice combined a very astute understanding of 
the tactics of the game with the type of leadership usually reserved for the forwards on the rugby 
field. Finally , I'm sure the team wouJd want me to record their thanks to M.M.W. for once again 
giving them so much expert coaching. 

I.R. E. 

Junior Colts 

With the beautiful May weather giving way to a more unsettled June, the pleasures of cricket 
might have been forgotten. In fact , the cricket grew in confidence and the results show that it was a 
highly successful season. 

The season started with a very cold April day at Marlborough. Neither side relished the conditions 
and a draw was a fair result, although if the fielding had been better and catches held, who knows ... ? 
The next match was against Taunton. who were bowled out very cheaply and a comfortable victory 
was achieved. Against Millfield , it looked as if our good total would not be enough, but then fme 
bowling in the last 20 overs nearly brought a victory. Good victories were gained at the expense of 
Blundells, King's Taunton and Clifton and draws with Downside, Canford. Plymouth and Dorset 
Under IS. 

Justin Taylor captained the side with great verve and skill and was responsible for a very good 
spirit among all the players. His bowling improved as the season went on and he became quite fast. 
Nick Parfitt was the leading run scorer and could nonnally be relied on to give the innings a sound 
start wiJh Jerry Milne , who either scored a large score (I 06 not out) - the first century that I can 
remember in the Junior Colts - or very few! Mark Wright had one or two good scores, but never 
really lived up to his potential . Charlie Rix fielded well and had one or two vital innings. Dave Rosser 
had his moments with both bat and ball . Angus Holbrook bowled his leg breaks very well and gained 
many wickets. I le was a very live wire in the field. Nick Peters bowled fast at times - but he must 
be aggressive in his overall approach. He also must learn to bowl straighl. I le is a fine batsman who 
shows great potential. A word must be said about Dick Jory. I-le was a player who dug us out of one 
or two lricky positions with determined and sound batting. He was the epitome of a player who 
played for the team. A finaJ word about Henry 'Zebedee' Jodrell, who kept wickel in a Uvely fashion 
and will certainly remember his fine day at King's Taunton. 

A word of thanks must go lo Chris Stone for all his hard work at coaching and also to Peter Such 
for enduring wind , rain and sun-stroke for the good of the J unior Colts B. 

Team: J. Taylor, N. Parfitt , M. Wright, J. Milne, C. Rix , N. Peters, D. Rosser. R. Jory, A. Holbrook, 
H. Jodrell , J. Pickles. 
AJso played - M. Bowles, M. Robertson. 
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Results: 
Marlborough Sherborne 136 for 9 declared Parfitt 66, Wright 21 

Marlborough 104 for 6 Holbrook 3 for 30 Drawn 

Taunton Taunton 75 all out Taylor 4 for 17 
Holbrook 4 for 25 

Sherborne 80 for 5 Parfitt 37 Won by 5 wkts 

Mill field Sherborne 159 for 6 declared Rix 43, Rosser 36X 
Milne 26, Peters 22 

Millfield J 42 for 8 Peters 3 for 32 
Taylor 3 for 35 Drawn 

Clifton Sherborne 143 for 9 decla.red Parfitt 6 1, Jory 2JX 
Clifton 43 Peters 6 for J 9 Won by I 00 runs 

Kings King's Taunton 143 all out Taylor 4 for 33 
Taunton Holbrook 4 for 63 

Sherborne 147 for 2 Parfitt 59x, Milne 44 
Wright 21 Won by 8 wkts 

Can ford Sherborne J 88 for I declared Milne I 06x, Parfitt 26 
Wright 49 

Canford 90 for 8 Peters 4 for 2 Drawn 

Downside Downside 142 all out Holbrook 3 for 60 
Sherborne 89 for 8 Drawn 

Plymouth Sherborne 150 for 9 declared Jory 52x , Taylor 37 
Parfitt 24 

Plymouth 93 for 4 Drawn 

Blundells Blundells 85 all out Holbrook 5 for 29 

Sherborne 87 for I 
Taylor 3 for 28 
Parfitt 44x, Milne 22 Won by 9 wkts 

Dorset A Sherborne 140 for 5 declared Parfitt 36, Wright 31 
under 15 Rix 26 

Dorset 80 for 3 Drawn 

Lord 's Taverners - Results 

Marlborough Sherborne J 76 for 7 in 40 overs 
(Willshire) Marlborough 112 all out. 

Cheltenham Sherborne J 22 all out 
(Gloucester) Cheltenham 77 all out 

Taunton Sherborne I 18 all out 
(Somerset) Taunton 120 for 2 

Parfitt 46, Wright 43 

Won by 64 runs 

Bourke 23, Ewen 23, Rosset 2JX 
Rosser 3 for 15 
Holbrook 3 for 23 

Won by 45 runs 

Peters 39x, Brook 36 

Lost by 8 wkts. 

Sherborne reached the last J 6 in the national competition. 
M.J.C. 
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Junior Colts 'B' 

Results 
Sherborne I 06-9 dee. (Pickles 35) 
Marlborough I 07-2 

Sherborne 1474 dee. (Pickles 57) 
Clayesmore 84·7 (Lowry 6-28) 

Sherborne 136-5 dee. (Pickles 47, Bradby 36) 
Millfield 37 (Foreman 6-18) 

Sherborne 167-6 dee. (Pickles 56, Foreman 33*, Bradby 29) 
King's Taunton I 04 (Lowry 5-26) 

Sherborne 148.S dee. (Bradby 57) 
Warminster 51 (Foreman 6-12. Lowry 4-9) 

Sherborne 175 (Romer·Lee 59, Rew 34, Crozier.Cole 28) 
Downside 143 (Lowry 4-54) 

Fosters 53 (Lowry 4-17) 
Sherborne 54- 1 (Pickles 33*) 

Won 5 Drawn 1 Lost 1 

Team: T. Bradby (captain), J. Pickles, F. Foreman, M. Robertson, R. Lowry, A. Coswell. R. Rucker, 
J . Bungey, P. Goode, A. Romer-Lee, B. Rew, J . Crozier-Cole, R. Youngman , P. O'Shea, T. Oliver. 
A. West. 0. Paine. 

A grim beginning to the season on a difficult wicket at Marlborough gave no hint at all of the 
successes which our team was later to enjoy. We returned from the defeat dispirited, and the gloom 
seemed to darken further when we failed to beat a weak Clayesmore side. 

There foUowed, however, a series of impressive wins. In each of the next four games. having batted 
first and compiled a substantial totaJ, we were able to bowl out the opposition with relative ease. The 
best finish of the season was provided by the Downside game, in which. with the final delivery of the 
last twenty overs, Freddie Foreman produced a straight ball to end a stubborn last-wicket stand. Jn 
the final match, Fosters batted and bowled without resolution, and only our hesitant running 
between the wickets cast a shadow over an otherwise impeccable performance. 

In the early matches the batting was carried by the openers, Jeremy Pickles (248 runs in 5 
completed innings) and Tom Bradby. As the season unfolded, Mark Robertson , Tony Romer-Lee, 
Ben Rew , Freddie Foreman, Jeremy Crozier.Cole and Robert Lowry all made important contri
butions with the bat. Of the bowlers, two were outstanding: Foreman took 17 wickets at an average 
of under 5; his length and line were at times wildly unpredictable, but, when he did settle. his pace 
and bounce posed enormous problems: Lowry, bowling a mixture of off-breaks and leg-breaks and 
giving the ball plenty of air, induced batsmen to play the rashest of shots, and in the six matches in 
which he bowled took 24 wickets. Of the other bowlers, Bradby, with 5 wickets, was the most 
successful. 

Our fielding grew to be our strength; the ground-fielding was usually tight and some fine catches 
were held. In particular, Paul Goode was outstanding in the outfield. Tom Bradby became an able 
captain. He learned a great deal about how to get the most out of a team which was not Jacking in 
either bowlers or batsmen but seemed at first as if it would have difficulty both in making a big 
score and in bowling out the opposition. 

Most of all, this season made obvious the depth of talent available. IL was good to see so many 
accomplished cricketers competing for places in the team; and significant perhaps that a number of 
those who had regular places by the end of the season had forced their way into the team by virtue 
of good performances in the House Leagues. 

PTS 
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Mini Colts Cricket 

Played 13 Won8 Drawn 3 Lost 2 

Team: Hjaltun, Rintoul, Stober, Slade, Millar, White G., Timmis, Startin, Ward, White J., Jaggar. 
Also played: Peters, Langlands. Goddard, Kelly. 

The most pleasing aspects of the season were the convincing defeats of the Taunton and the Dorset 
U 14 teams. the entry into the Dorset Cup Final, and the fact that only one opposition King's 
Taunton - succeedrrl in scoring more than a handful of runs against the side. 

After three draws 1. . 1-ie first four games and then a defeat. all the remaining sides struggled to 
score or to keep wickets intact and the strength of the side was seen in its bowling. Hjaltun, fast and 
straight, took over thirty 'ckets and he was ably supported by the medium pace swing of Slade, the 
off-spin of Stober and the ·ft-arm over variation of Startin. Then when these weren't enough White 
J., Millar, Rintoul and Whit. G. '"ere all on hand. 

ll quickly became evidcn . th. :1eavy batting responsibility fell to Rintoul and he responded with 
over 450 runs ... prolific indeeJ at this level. Very much a legside player, he drove, pushed and 
deflected with deceptive ease, and was rewarded with a century and three 50's. Most consistent 
support came from the captain, Hjaltun, whose classic straight-bat swing was a joy to see, and enabled 
a succession of important knocks culminating with a half-century against Dorset. Slade and Stober 
both made several good scores, and Millar, Langlands, Jaggar and Ward each chipped in with an 
important innings. 

While a number of excelJent close catches was held. notably by Rintoul and Millar, the ground 
fielding further from the bat did not improve as it should have done, limited the cohesion and there
fore the effectiveness of the side. Behind the stumps Timmis made enormous progress having started 
from scratch. He is not yet consistently tidy but he has the important qualities of speed of reaction, 
nimbleness and fearlessness. 

N.G.P. 



Athletics Report 

How does one judge a season? Statistics can always be fixed to show some success; enjoyment is 
usually talked about when success is lacking; and if one is to be critical one usually talks of 
comparisons with previous years. This has been the first year for some time that we have failed to 
have a boy get through to the National Championships. This might suggest that we have had a weak 
year but the senior team have only been beaten by Bryanston out of the 15 schools we have met, and 
our record against them is Won l Lost 2. l think that this year we have a good record, enjoyed our 
athletics and performed better than any Sherborne team for many years. 

I think it must be true to say that no other Sherborne team has broken 12 school records in one 
season. Although it may be claimed that one or two of the records were there for the taking, the 
majority of them are excellent performances as you can see. 

Senior 400m hurdles 
U.17 400m hurdles 
Senior triple jump 
Senior high jump 
U .J 7 javelin 
U.1 7 discus 
U.15 shot 
U.J 5 discus 
U.J 5 triple jump 
4 x 200m relay (sen) 
4 x 400m relay (U l 5) 
Medley relay 

58.7 
65.l 
13.37 

L.85 
48 .98 
38.J 8 
12.1 2 
34.00 
11.57 
I .34. 1 
4.05.38 
4.20.0 

J. S. de G. Fielder 
T. J. Waddy 
A. W. R. Palmer 
H. J. Pratt 
R. C. B. Hartley 
J . R. J. Clarke 
J. M. Goddard 
J . M. Goddard 
D. J. T. Key 
Wade, Palmer, Binnie , Kardooni 
Lee, Simmons, Gregory, Langlands 
Moody, Lee, Marsh , Simmons 

The senior team had great strength in depth. The U. I 7 team lacked strength in depth and the U. 
I 5 team looked extremely promising. As usual the Lutra shield was a magnificent day's athletics and. 
although Bryanston won comfortably in the end, there were as usual some excellent races. The North 
Dorset Championships were again held at Sherborne where the seniors won; the under I 7s came 
second and despite absentees the under 1 Ss came third. Many of our athletes went on to the County 
Championships. At the end of the season we staged the Sherborne Relays where we won 3 of the J 2 
relays. 

It would be wrong to finish such a successful season without thanking those who have made it 
such a success. First the athletes, and particularly M. Wade (Captain) and A. Binnie (Sec.), and aiso 
all those who helped coach and officiate: 

Dr. Freeman , Mr. Morgan, Mr. Harris, Mr. Davis, Mr. Gibson, Dr. Mercer, Mr. Sammut, Mr. Cameron, 
Dr. Henry, Mr. Carling. 

Open 
Clifton; Queens; Millfield 
Lutra shield (6 schools) 
Can ford; Daun tseys 
North Dorset Champs. 
Bryanston; Marlborough 
Clifton; Kingswood ; Cheltenham. 
Milton Abbey ; Kings Bruton; 

lst. 
2nd . 
1st. 
I st. 

2nd. 
1st. 

Results 

U.17 
Clifton; Queens; Mill fie ld 

Can ford; Dauntseys 
North Dorset Champs. 
Cheltenham; Bryanston; Clifton 
Marlborough; Kingswood 
Milton Abbey ; Kings Bruton 

U. JS 
Clifton; Bryanston; Taunton;Millfield. 
Chilton Cantello 
North Dorset Champs. 
Bryanston; Canford 

tll> 

2nd. 
Isl. 
3rd. 
2nd. 

2nd. 

3rd. 
2nd. 

5th 
I st 



Athletics Sports Day 

On Sports Day we saw some of the finest performances of the season, and even the weather 
decided to grace us with a reasonable day. 

The senior competition was decided in the relays. Lyon ftnished first in this and snatched victory 
from the Green by one point. The Green won the intermediates and the juniors and they were also 
the overall winners. 

Palmer ( e) and Edwards( d) both gained fine hat-tricks in their three events. The discus seems 
evidently a very strong event, the records being broken in both the i ntermediates by Clarke(h), and 
in the juniors by Goddard(c). Sports Day was a rewarding conclusion to a successful season, and we 
thank all those who made it such: Mike Wade, Mr. Gardiner, Mr. Harris, Mr. Cameron, Dr Freeman, 
Mr Morgan, Dr Mercer, and all the ground staff. 

Tennis 

1st VI 

This team had the makings of a very strong one, and a glance at the results shows that the promise 
was fulfilled. No school match was lost. lndeed never were more than 2 rubbers conceded in any 
school match. Peter Bradshaw and Tony Batcup were a relaxed and confident first pair throughout 
the term. They played 54 sets against school opposition, and won all but 2 of these. They retained 
the Dorset Doubles Cup for the school, and their only real problem was the absence of stronger 
opposition to sharpen them up. Tim Leask and Justin Thomson-Glover had a record that is almost as 
strong. They only lost 5 sets out of 54 against school opposition, and were never beaten. Their styles 
were very different from those of the first pair, but they certainly proved as hard to beat. 

But in some ways it was the strength of the third pair that proved the surprise. Nick Aubin and 
Miles Wyatt-Smith had to fight hard for their places in the team at the start of term, but were never 
challenged thereafter. They dre.w several times, but were beaten by only one school pair in the whole 
term. Their play was often noticed by demoralised oppositions, who had been hoping to pick up 
some rubbers against them. 

Various factors contributed to the success of the side. The team was the same for every match, and 
this made for consistent performance and an ability to learn to play well and successfully as a team, 
rather than a collection of inctividuals. The fust two pairs were experienced in 1st VJ matchplay and 
could be relied on not to crack under pressure. And there was a cheerful feeling that the game was 
there to be enjoyed, both by ourselves and by the opposition. 

At the end of ter'll Tim Leask and Peter Bradshaw distinguished themselves by winning the South
West Boys Schools tournament for the school for the first time in the history of the tournament. 
They then acquitted themselves well in the National tournament for all the regional winners, coming 
third behind Repton and St. George's Weybridge. 

Honours Colours: A.G. Batcup, P. T. Bradshaw, T. J. A. Leask. 

Major Colours: J. 0. Thomson-Glover, N. D. Aubin, M. J. Wyatt-Smith. 

Results: v. Blundells Won 9 - 0 
v. Taunton School Won 81h- ~ 
v. Poole Grammar Won 7~-1~ 

v. King's, Taunton Won 9 -0 
v. Bryanston Won 7 - 2 
v. Marlborough Won 8~- ~ 
V. Clifton Won 7 - 2 
v. Can ford Won 7~-1~ 

Non-School Matches: v. 
v. 

Hampshire Juniors 
Pilgrims 

Lost 
Lost 

l~-7\.i 

4 - 5 

Justin Thomson-Glover and Neil Bradshaw reached the Semi-Finals of the Thomas Bowl at 
Wimbledon , and this success suggests that we may have at least one strong pair next year. 
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2nd VI 

A total of ten players represented the 2nd VI at one match or another, and this led to a loss of 
consistency. But in general the team played reasonably. Richard Brand and Mike Gell were a some
what erratic first pair, and the other pairs varied enormously in their effectiveness. William Moore and 
Ali Macintosh were a pair with unorthodox technique, but unfailing courtesy and cheerfulness. 
Sebastian Barry-Taylor and Nigel Sebag-Montefiore exMbited talent with disappointingly few results. 
John Eggleston , Robert Groom and Richard Caines were all capable of some very steady play, and 
Oliver Vintcent at his best was a threat to several in the squad. 

Results: v. Blundells Won 9 -0 
V. Taunton School Won 8 - I 
v. Shaftesbury Grammar (1st V) Won 5 - 4 
v. Monkton Combe ( l st Vf) Drew 4~ - 4~ 

v. Bryanston Won 4\.i - 2 
v. Marlborough Lost 3 -6 
v. Clifton Won 7 -2 
v. Can ford Won 7 - 2 
v. Finnish Schools Lost 2\.i - 6* 
v. Parents Lost 3~- 4* 



Junior Colts 

This was a team of enthusiastic and talented amateurs, who were not sufficiently prepared to 
master the tactics of doubles. Most of them were very sound singles players, preferring a baseline 
game; several were good volleyers; but few managed to combine the two and playing with a partner, 
with a good sense of court positioning. As a consequence, despite repeated exhortations, they seemed 
insistently programmed to revert to the weakest tactical positions: one-up-one-back, or both halfway 
up, resolutely attempting to play impossible volleys from their toes. 

Had they played more thoughtfully, they need only have lost to Hampshire, a team which always 
provides an excellent afternoon's tennis, but whose strength rarely offers the chance of victory. 

Nevertheless the team played with a determination and aggression which was heartening after 
recent years, always being prepared to move up to volley, though not always right to the net. On and 
off court they were courteous and they will provide powerful opposition once they begin to think 
more. 

The team: D.S.A. Nash (Capt.); A.B. Emley; I.A. MacAdam; J.W. Fussell; J .N. Barclay-Brown; 
H.E.S. Couchman;J.A.C. Pittman. 

Results: 
Bryanston 
Marlborough 
Hampshire 
Clifton 
Can ford 
Finnish Schools 

Won 
Lost 
Lost 
Lost 
Won 
Won 

5~ - 30. 
3 6 
rn 1~ 

l~ 5 
6 3 
s - 4 

Fencing 

Swordmanship has been studied since the dawn of history but it is only since the disuse of armour in 
the fifteenth century with the invention of gunpowder that the art of Fencing began to emerge. The 
guilds of Fencing masters then established developed rapier fencing with sword and dagger which held 
the sway until the adoption of the. light court sword at the court of Louis XIV in the seventeenth 
century. The light sword enabled all attacking and defensive movements to be made swiftly and 
dexterously with one weapon. 

Today the sport is organised in Great Britain by the Amateur Fencing Association and has grown 
quickly in popularity since the Association was founded in 1902. 

The School has run a Fencing club since I 949 and all three weapons are taught. Sabre for those 
who fancy themselves as Errol Flynn , Foil and epee for those who want to emulate the great fencers 
of the seventeenth century such as D' Artagnan. 

The members of the club work towards the Bronze, Silver and Gold awards of the Amateur 
Fencing Association . There is a chance, provided you are good enough, to fence against such teams as 
Clifton College, Blundell's, Sherborne School for Girls, Milton Abbey, Leweston and Downside. Also 
on Thursday evenings one can Fence against the pro's at the Yeovil Fencing Club for 25p a time. On 
Fridays there is a regular fixture with the Girls School for some practice in the afternoon. Moreover, 
throughout the year there are a number of Fencing competitions which you would be eligible to 
enter. 

If you are interested in joining the Fencing club contact me or go to the gym at 4.00 p.m. on 
Thursday 13th January 1983. 

Cost: £10.50 

All equipment is provided. 
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Golf 

A year ago, future prospects for the standard of Golf seemed very uncertain; so the emergence, 
during the past twelve months. of a number of players showing obvious promise has been very 
encouraging, especially since these included representatives of every age group. As a consequence, 
there were some creditable individual performances in the various inter-school matches. even though 
overall results were modest. But the main function of such events is to give experience of match play 
to as many players as possible; so that, although the team was defeated in seven of the eleven such 
matches (involving 16 players, and visiting eight different courses), there was no cause for undue 
distress. 

However, in those major events which called for a genuine "first" team, results were more 
impressive. A somewhat inexperienced trio (Aubin, Johnstone, Burgett) came fourth in the qualifying 
round of the Aer Lingus Schools' Championship, played this year in October rather than the spring. 
In the Burnham tournament in April, we did well to reach the final, even though the team was, on 
paper, weaker than those of recent years; none the less, a "whitewash" defeat by Can ford in the final 
was a little disappointing, showing the effects of a lack of experience when playing under pressure. 
We also reached the zone final of the Hill Samuel foursomes national competition. having beaten 
Blundell 's and Exeter in earlier rounds; but even the prospect or two days at Royal Lytham for the 
national finals, and the advantage of playing on our own course, did not prevent another defeat by 
Canford, and a closely-contested match was lost 2 - I. 

The autumn and summer encounters with the O.S.G.S. were, as always, two of the most enjoy
able features of the year, and once again illustrated the enthusiastic and valuable encouragement given 
to present school golfers by the Society. An inexperienced team failed to retain the Cordingley Cleek 
in September; but, by the following J uly, standards had improved, and the combined school and staff 
team gained revenge, in a match played with a record number of pairs, by 8* - 3*; and U1is included 
a splendid last.green triumph by Rupert Youngman and Teddy Bridges over their very distinguished 
O.S. fathers. 

Although , through the year, the number or people who have seemed willing to take regular 
advantage of the opportunities fo r golf has been limited, the internal competitions produced some 
stirring contests. ln the inter-house competition in March , Abbey House beat the Green in the final. 
The Kemp Cup was rightfully won by the captain, Nick Aubin. Rupert Youngman won a tense fmal 
in the Farley Cup (under 16), only beating Guy Armstrong at the 2 lst hole in a match which showed 
much promise for the future by both players. 

The following played in two or more matches during the year: N. Aubin , J . Johnstone, H. Thomas, 
J . Burgett, J . Milward , R. Matthews, W. Moore, J. Eggleston , R. Mather, R. Kitson , R. Youngman. 

Sailing 

Once again the sailing club had a very successful summer term. The team competed in six matches 
against other schools, and came third in the Dorset inter-schools competition. Other club members 
cruised on weekends and Thursday afternoons in Poole harbour. The school keeps a SOS, two 4 70s, a 
Javelin , a Jollyboat, a Fireball, a Wayfarer, an Enterprise and some 420s at Arne, near Poole. Some 
boys are also bringing their windsurfers down to Poole. Unfortunately, it was too windy to organise 
a race with the Girls' School this year but conditions were perfect for the Masters' race and every
body enjoyed the afternoon (and June Cropley's food) tremendously. In the summer holidays some 
members spent ten days cruising the French Mediterranean coast in two yachts skippered by AJY and 
David Jory. 

The autumn term started with an interesting and well-attended lecture by Cdr. Peter Bruce on the 
J 979 Fastnet disaster. Sailing in 420s continues at Sutton Bingham resevoir. Finally, the club extends 
its gratitude to the considerable devotion and patience of AJY and JSM, without whom the club 
could nol function. 

Sailing Secretary 
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School House 

Those crazy, lazy, hazy days of summer last term saw the Edwardian's last and first croquet match 
called off, a trip to the opera when we ended up thumbing a lift in the rain and, of course, the 
reappearance of boaters. 

On a more serious note, we contributed a bevy of Yeomen and an executioner to the cast of"The 
Yeoman of The Guard". Andrew Henderson and Andrew Upton were elected onto the committee of 
S.Y.C.0.S.S., the inter-schools social service organization, and Mr. Carling, heavily involved in the 
above, left tutoring the House to go and teach English in China for a year. Under S.Y.C.O.S.S. 
auspices we also gave the Museum a much-needed face-lift to help attract Sherborne's tourists. 

On the sporting side, the 'Agriculturalists' went out to visit two local village teams - and we lost 
both games! Our fourths and thirds did, however, win the standards competition in AthJetics. The 
cricket did not shape up quite as well as we hoped, but the water polo reasserted our natural 
dominance with a victory. 

The House saw a changeover from Simon Duffett's to David Jory's capable handling of the House. 
But most important of all, the House kept the rest of the school in order, and we made sure that 
Sherborne will always remain Sherborne. 

Andrew Henderson. 

Abbey House 

Despite the prospect of impending 'O' and 'A' levels, the House remained remarkably active in 
most fields . Tim Billington and, on one occasion , Christian Rugge-Price, played for the lst XI with 
skill and success. The five from school tennis teams, Nick Aubin, Miles Wyatt-Smith, William Moore, 
Sebastian Barry-Taylor and Nigel Sebag-Montefiore, were sufficient to secure the Senior Tennis Cup 
for the House, whilst, despite the presence of four Junior Colts XI players, Charles Rix, David Rosser, 
Mark Wright and Tom Bradby, the Juniors could not quite clinch the inter-house cricket trophy, 
losing to Harper in the final by a mere two runs. Less immediately evident but no less enthusiastic 
were the activities of Mark Lebus, as a regular and successful member of the school sailing team, 
Rupert Youngman, whose golfing skills won him the Junior Farley Cup, and Mike Wright and Jon 
Stock, whose musical talents were apparent and appreciated at the Commem. House Drinks party. 

To return to matters academic, the House sustained its record with a I 00% pass-rate at A '-level 
and some very good O'-level results, Alan Whelan earning a well-deserved Exhibition for his. Credit 
should also go to Charles Rix on winning the Francis Iles prize for the second year running and to 
those who won Lower Sixth prizes: John Buckland for Economics, David Ford for History and Robin 
Hammond for Ancient History and Maths Essay. It is also pleasing to hear that Bill Cuthberc and 
Giles Watts have been awarded Firsts at Oxford and Cambridge respectively. 

Finally, our belated congratulations are due to R.G.P. and his wife on the birth of a daughter, 
Catherine. 

T.D.W.J. 
The Green 

Despite having no representatives from The Green playing on the First Eleven, a mixture of hard 
graft and undeniable talent took the senior team into the House Cricket Final. Although narrowly 
defeated , the house proved that its sporting prowess was not limited to the fifteen man game. An 
overall First in the AthJetics Competition added to the House's formidable collection of silverware. 
(There has been suggestion that the locking of the Green Garden fo rmed a major contribution 
towards the sporting success of The House.) 

On the Academic front , successful 'O' and 'A' level results came, as much as anything, from an 
"atmostphere more conducive to work" - which was pioneered by the Housemaster. Brian Young 
and James Drewett are to be congratulated on attaining three A grades at 'A' Level; we hope that 
they are as successful in the Oxbridge Examinations. 

We must regretfully say goodbye to the Upper Sixth and hope that their colourful. and sometimes 
overcolourfuJ attitudes to school life will be maintained in the House. 

The new Head of House is John Seagrim, and under his guidance the House will no doubt be 
stretched to its full potential in the coming School Year. 
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Harper House 

Thanks to the occasional willingness of the sun to shine for more than two days at a time, Harper 
House passed smoothly through another summer term. On the sporting front. various members of the 
House managed to perform creditably. Alex Nicholl broke his own superb backstroke record (yet 
again) and Chris Machin (sadly no longer with us) gained his colours for swimming. On the tennis 
front the epic names of Robert Groom, John Eggleston and Tony Batcup forced themselves from our 
lips. Harper also managed to gain a second in the House swimming. 

On the academic front, the 'O' level and 'A' level results turned out much as we had expected. 
Miles Thomas and Richard Spark continued the Harper House tradition of Newsboard editing and 
raised its standing from the slough of despond to which it has now returned. The West Mill has 
progressed and further construction has taken place. All credit must go to R. Spark and Mr. Sammut, 
without whose help, the Mill too might well have subsided into the slough of despond. 

The term ended with a truly excellent performance of 'Joseph and his Technicolour Dreamcoat' 
by a large turn-out of Harper boys (Mr. Rouse, Mr. Hope and Mr. Morgan - not forgetting Mr. 
Cleaver, included as soloists). Our singing talent was further manifested at lhe I louse lunch where we 
looked forward lo A.C.M.'s nuptials. 

It can only be a credit to the school tha t many of our leavers could not re frain from tears at their 
final Lists. 

Tom Hills 

Wallace House 

We say goodbye to all last years Upper Sixth, who after particularly good A-level results, moved on 
to better places, among them Yeovil Polytechnic, but most of them got to Cutlers and other places 
around the town. 

Our trophy shelf is now groaning under the weight of five cups: two for tennis. one for basketball 
(our thanks to Thompson- Glover and the third form). an Elmdene internal fives cup (which for the 
fourth year running. has been won by a boy from Wallace House). and an earthenware mug. 

The house made a fa r more substantial contribution to School sports with many in Cricket, 
Tennis. Athletics, Shooting and Fencing teams. - There are, of course, too many to list. Many 
members of the house were disconcerted to find that the Tuckbox room is being used to contain 
Tuckboxes, of all things, and is not readily available for their extra-curricular activities. 

A happier note upon which to end. The New Wing of the house has not yet fallen down. as the 
builders filled all the large and alarming gaps in the walls with cement - though, of course, whatever 
is needed to hold up the bathroom wall is still on order. 

S. C. Poulsen 

Abbey lands 

Last term, on his accession lo the celestial throne of Abbeylands, Pele Bruford was presented 
with the House Beer Cupboard key. the ultimate status symbol. His disciples were those veritable 
pillars of society: Bob, Angus, Andy, Giles, Simon and Ben . Under this daunting hierarchy the House, 
as usual. excelled itself in several fields. However, a lengthy synopsis of the innumerable achievements 
is precluded by the lack of space, but brief mention must be made of the House Concert, and the 
participants thereof: It was ably directed by P.J .S. and seemed to go down well. R.S.G. produced yet 
another highly successful school play. "The Yeoman of the Guard". in which many members of the 
House participated. Also we wish to express best wishes to those who have flown the hencoop in 
search of more exalted establishments. And finally, we wish Angus and Toby success in their 
Oxbridge Exams this term. 
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Lyon House 

The first few weeks of term saw six members of the Lower Sixth limping around, suffering from 
excess 'yomping' in preparation for Ten Tors. Despite their blisters, the house Ten Tors team went on 
to do extremely well. Success was also the case, later in the term , when Lyon won the inter-house 
athletics competition. Our cricket results, however, were not quite so impressive! 

On the academic front , congratulations must be given to both the Upper Sixth and the Fifth form 
on their exam results, and especially to Paul Chavasse and Mark Hillyer. 

Turning to music, congratulations must go to Mark Ryan who gave a magnificent performance as 
the joker in the 'Yeoman of the Guard'. 

Mr. Howard left at the end of term, having been a house tutor here, perhaps not for time 
immemorial, but certainly longer than any of us can remember. We wish him 'all the best' in his new 
career. 

W. D. Watt 

Westcott House 

Al as! our manllepiece, once overflowing with cups - the symbol of Wescottian might , has again 
taken a severe knocking. Three of the priceless articles have been relegated to ignomini ty by being 
grudgingly transferred to the previously bare shelves of our brother houses. The first to go was the 
swimming cup, and then, most sadly of all , the senior cricket cup was sna tched from our tight grip by 
School House. 

ls this an indication of our own transference from Cooperism to Lloydism? The old hard-core, 
militant guard maintain it is, others are more doubtful. 

To a more mundane note: exam results were generally very good. Congratulations must go to 
M. Wade, who very boringly got straight A's, to our Head of School-elect George Tice, Tim Dudgeon, 
Mark Spearing, Paul Goswell and Paul Garlick. We wish them well in their Oxbridge exams. Will such 
intelligence and studiousness be reflected in next year's results? We hope so, but think not. 

And so, as the first year under the new regime draws to its conclusion, we look back on il. Some 
look forward in response to this and ask themselves: ·can it get any worse?' Others though, ignorant 
of the old ways, and the many converted, look forward to the future with, shall we say. interest. 

The Digby 

Without doubt the event of the summer, as far as the House was concerned, was the marriage of 
House Tutor Alista ir Morgan to Pauline Gibbs, famed for teaching P.E. at the Girl's School. just as 
much as her newly-wed husband is for his participation in our House practices in a wide range of 
sports - such versatility! They were married soon after the end of term, and we wish them many 
years of happiness together. 

In the summer holidays, four new studies were constructed, bringing our ta lly to thirty eight: 
things were certainly made more comfortable with these plush new additions, as no one has to squash 
themselves into one of the old singles any more. We're advancing. A new dormitory was made out of 
the beer room (but thankfully we still have house beer!) to make up for space lost in the building of 
the studies. Courageously it is called Muck. after an island in the I lebrides (as are all dormitories). 
Despite this disadvantage, advances in modern science have given it a brand-new heater. making it 
the donnitory to be in. 

At the end of the term we said goodbye to Paul Peplow, bringing in young blood in the form of 
Robert Rydon, who seems to be handling the job as Head of House very adequately. despite the 
fact that he didn't make it into the House Choir! 

Oh , yes - the Senior Cricket Xl won the House Competition .... 
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Valete 
School House 

Churcher W. D. Cutler A.B. De Montfort R.J.H. 
Hall keeper Hallkeeper Hallkeeper 
Rugger 5th XV Star Prize Star Prize 
Colts B Hockey Cricket 4th Xl Crawford Classics Prize 
Cross-country Sailing LVl Latin Prize 

Shooting 

Duckworth J.H. Duffett J.E. Garrett J.M. 
Hallkeeper Head of House House prefect 
Green Ribbon Hockey I st XI Soccer I st Xl 

Cricket 3rd XI Rugger 5th XI 
Rugger 4th XV 
Squash Jst V 
Baske tball I st X 

Mills P.G. Goldsmith R.B. Gubbins NJ. 
House prefect Hall keeper House prefect 
Star Prizes Cricket 4th Xl Rugger 5th XV 
Hockey I st XI Soccer Soccer 2nd Xl (Capt.) 

Tennis Colts JCR Treasurer 

Tindall M.D.F. MacDonald A.C. Leonard R.M. 
Hallkeeper House prefect School prefect 
Cricket 4th XI (Capt.} Rugger 5th XV Rugger I st XV 

Shooting Athletics 
JCR Treasurer Shooting 
Petty Officer (CCF) Soccer 2nd XI 

JCR Treasurer 
Flight Sergeant (CCF) 

Nolan M.D.S. Weir C.J.W. Stewart H.G. 
House prefect Hallkeeper Hall keeper 
Basketball I st XI (Capt.) Star Prizes Rugger 1st XV 
Ruggcr Colts B Hockey 5th Xl Seven lsts 
Hockey Jn r Colts B Band Swimming 

Basketball 

Abbey House 

Aubin N. D. A. Bartlett J. C. Billington T. J. 
Hallkeeper Hallkeeper Hall keeper 
Star prize Hockey 3rd Xl Cricket I st XI 
Squash I st V Corporal CCF Fives 2nd VJ 
Golf lsts (Capt.) 
Fives 1st Vl Davies C. P. 0. 
Tennis I st VI House prefect 
Badminton I sts Barnes elocution 

Francis Isles 
Carpendale H. M. Crowley N. D. Rugger 4th XV 
House prefect Head of House 
Cricket 3rd XI Orchestra TombsC.A. 
Cross-country Athletics Hall keeper 
Sergeant CCF Cross-country Sailing (Secretary) 

Rugger 4th XV Choir 
Petty-Officer CCF Petty Officer CCF 



Jenne E. T. Lambie C. L. Moore W. F. 
Hall keeper Hall keeper Hall keeper 
Rugger 2nd XV Cricket 3rd XI Star prize 
Soccer I st XI Hockey 3rd XI Hockey 3rd Xf 
Band Sergeant-Major CCF Tennis 2nd VI 
Choir Golf lsts 

Sergeant CCF 

The Green 

Bradshaw P.T. Cave D.G. Chairnberlen J.S. 
House prefect Exhibitioner Hallkeeper 
Tennis lsts Rugger 5th XV Rugger 2nd XV 
(Dorset doubles Cup) Flight-sergeant CCF Swimming 1 sts 
Badminton I sts Geography Prize Duffers 
Hockey 2nd XI 

Cole R.A. Cromie A.L. 
Sailing House prefect 
Lead ing seaman CCF Hockey 5th XI (Capt) 

Fielder J .S. de Hancock S.R.A. Jones N.R. 
House prefect Hallkeeper House colours 
Rugger 2nd XV Basket ball I sts 
Sevens I sts Athletics 
Athletics 
Sailing I sts 

Jones T.D.L. Kelleway D.K. Lovell M.R. 
House colours Hall keeper Hall keeper 
Cross-country Cricket 2nd XI Rugger Isl XV 
Swimming I sts Hockey 3rd Xf Sevens I sts 
Athletics Bad min Lon I sts Soccer lsls 
Lance-Bombadier CCF Squash 2nds 

Lucas J .O. Thatcher M .N. Wilson M.N. 
School prefect Jnr. Colts D Rugger House colours 
Rugger I st XV Hockey Jnr. Colts B Cross-country 
Hockey I st Xl (Capt) Grade 6 -piano School-drawing prize 
Athletics 

Woods A.J. Summers B. Gilbert P. 
Hockey 3rd XI (colours) Coils Rugger Colts Squash 
Cricket 4th XI Cofts Athletics 
Rugger 5th XV 
Athletics 
Warrant Officer CCF 

Harper House 

Batcup A.G. Brummitt A.D.N. Cadle M.C. 
Head of house Head of house Ha LI keeper 
Tennis lsts Rugger 4th XV Rugger I st XV 
Squash I sts Cross-cou ntry Sevens I sts 
Badminton lsts Swimming lsts Athletics 
Fives I sts 

Gray R.C.H. OUerhead D.G. Preston R.R.N. 
Hallkeeper House prefect Hall keeper 
Cricket 3rd XI (Capt) Rugger 2nd XV (colours) Cross-coun i ry 
Badminton lsts Fencing I sts Rugger 3rd XV 
Soccer 2nd XI Grade 6 - piano Jnr. Colts B (Capt) 
Cross-country 



Stevenson S. Suter H.W. Walton M.E.M. 
House prefect Hall keeper Hall keeper 
Rugger 3rd XV Cross-country Swimming I sts 
Hockey 2nd XI Athletics Water Polo lsts 
JCR Committee 

Wallace House 

Leask T. J. A. Mills T. D. Palmer A. W. R. 
Hallkeeper Hall keeper HalJkeeper 
Rugger 2nd XV Basketball I sts Rugger 3rd XV 
Tennis 1st VI Grade 4 -Clarinet Athletics lsts (colours) 
Squash I sts Sycoss Soccer 1st XI 
Badminton lsts Sergeant CCF 
Choir 

Powell A. A.G. Tavener I. S. Wells J. J. 
House prefect Hall keeper House prefect 
Spanish plays Orchestra 
Whitehead Soc. Grade VIII - piano 

Abbeylands 

Bruford P. J.C. Fuller J. C. B. Granger A. R. 
Head of House Hall keeper House prefect 
School prefect Cricket 4th XI Tennis 2nd VI 

Soccer 3rd XI Petty-Officer CCF 
Choir 

Mackean R. A. N. Moreland G. P. M. Pinder R. C. 
Head of House Hall keeper Hallkeeper 
Rugger I st XV Basketball I sts Sailing lsts 
Hockey 2nd XI Able seaman CCF 
Athletics Rugger 5th XV 
Basketball Mussic 

Robinson S. A. L. Vintcent 0 . G. 
House prefect Hall keeper 
Cross-country Bad min ton I sts 
Athletics Green Ribbon 

Lyon House 

Attlee P. J. Bell M. R. J. Bowden N. J. 
Hall keeper House prefect House prefect 
Star prizes Rugger 5th XV (Capt.) Cross-country (colours) 
Soccer (colours) Petty-Officer CCF Under-Officer CCF 

Ten Tors team 

Corlett R. E. Dicken T. J. Grellier P. C. D. 
Hallkeeper House prefect HalJkeeper 
Rugger I st XV Rugger I st XV (Capt.) Rugger 4th XV 
Cricket 3rd XI Athletics I sts Cricket 2nd XI (Capt.) 
Soccer I st XI (Capt.) 7 -a-side Rugger 
Corporal CCF Corporal CCF 
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Hillyer M. Hornell-Scott McMaster J. R. M. 
Scholar Hall keeper Hall keeper 
Hockey 5th XI Rugger 2nd XV Tennis 3rd VI 
Corporal CCF Athletics Dorset Opera 
Ten Tors Cross-country (Capt.) Colts B Rugger 

Norman Walker Ragbourne A. Redman C. D. J. 
Hallkeeper Exhibitioner Hallkeeper 
Soccer 1 st XI Rugger 5th XV Rugger 4th XV 
Able seaman CCF Hockey 5th XI Cross-country 

Corporal CCF Athletics 
Ten Tors Ten Tors 

Music- Grade V Merit 

Turner R. J. Yarde-Leavett T. H. 
Hallkeeper House prefect 
Rugger 3rd XV Rugger 4th XV 
Athletics Soccer I st XI 
Under-Officer CCF Cricket 3rd XI 

Westcott House 

Muirhead S. Holmes R. W. Jones M. C. F. 
House prefect Hall keeper Hall keeper 
Editor Shirburnian Shooting I sts Cricket I st XI 
Editor Newsboard Petty-Officer CCF Golf I sts 
Francis Iles Prizes 
Star Prizes 

Hockey 5th XI 

Producer L6 Play Robertson Wilson 0. C. 
School band House prefect Hallkeeper 

Orchestra Hockey 4th XI 

Law P. J . Choir Rugger MiniColts B 

Hallkeeper Choir 
Mussoc 

The Digby 

Backus J. J. R. Davis C. J. A. Day M. N. 
Hallkeeper Hallkeeper Hall keeper 

Sailing I sts Rugger 4th XV 
Soccer l st XI 
Sergeant CCF 

Dorey T. J . Gent E. D. Johnstone J.M. 
House prefect Hallkeeper Hall keeper 

Golf I sts 
Corporal CCF · 

Macgillivray A. W. Peplow P. T. Stewart R.H. G. 
Oxford Exhibitioner Head of House School prefect 
LVJ English Hockey I st XI 
History, Spanish Cricket 2nd XI 
Prizes Rugger 3rd XV 

Whittaker H.J. Shore C. L. G. Pope P. K. 
HaUkeeper House prefect 
Soccer l st XI 
Cricket 4th XI (Capt.) 

Raphael N. S. L. 
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